
Your dream, your way. 

You don’t want to miss anything, but at heart, you’re an explorer, a 
free spirit. You like doing things your own way. Living in the moment 
with no rules. Monograms brings you the best of both worlds. Setting 
you up, then giving you the freedom to thrive. Free to discover local 
secrets or get lost in an adventure.

Our mission is to take care of the details while you concentrate on the 
fun, so you can Go Live It More with Monograms.

Call 1300 130 134 or visit monogramstravel.com.au
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Cosmos is here to help wake your inner explorer, and together, make 
real ‘wow!’ moments you’ll fall in love with and re-live again and again. 
We make it easy for you to feel completely alive and totally refreshed, 
because what a holiday is really all about is how it makes you feel.

With us, you’ll make the stories you’ll share forever. 

It’s our mission to make it easy for you to Go Live It Easy!

Call 1300 130 134 or visit Cosmostours.com.au

You dream it, we’ll create it. 
We know you want to search out the unexpected and unique, and 
deeply immerse yourself in your travel experience. You’re someone 
who wants to go beyond simply seeing the sights. You want to live 
and breathe it, creating moments that live on as stories you’ll re-love, 
long after you’ve departed.

With Globus, we carefully craft every detail because we know these 
precious moments belong to you, and every single one matters. 

Our mission is to help you Go Live It Up.

SPECIAL MOMENTS, EVERY MOMENT.

Call 1300 130 134 or visit Globus.com.au

Comfy hotels  |  Coach with Wi-Fi  |  Knowledgeable guides  |  Must-see sights
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CONGRATULATIONS!
WE HAD another great response to our 
recent competition, offering a holiday for 
two to New Caledonia, thanks to Aircalin. 
Keith Lindsey of Impulse Travel in Sydney 
was the lucky winner and will be jetting 
off with his partner, flying Aircalin to 
Noumea to enjoy four nights’ 
accommodation at the Sheraton New 
Caledonia Deva Spa & Golf Resort. 
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WITH THE recent launch of direct flights from 
Adelaide to Nadi by Fiji Airways, it was the 
perfect opportunity for Venture Holidays to host 
10 South Australian agents on a Fijian famil.

The agents experienced the slower pace of 
life, visiting Tokoriki Island (Sheraton Resort & 
Spa Tokoriki Island and Tokoriki Island Resort) all 
the way through to the fast paced and cultural 
experience of Sigatoka River Safari.

Other properties that were experienced 
included Sheraton Fiji Resort, Sheraton Denarau 
Villas, The Westin Denarau Island Resort & Spa, 
Hilton Fiji Beach Resort & Spa and Fiji Marriott 
Resort Momi Bay.

: Famils

CHECKING IN AND CHECKING OUT
Here’s our regular round-up of the latest famils that agents 
have enjoyed around the world.

ALPINE SCENERY, fresh snow, French food: what’s not 
to love about a ski holiday in France? And when that 
holiday is set in an all-inclusive Club Med ski resort, 
it’s even better, as seven Personal Travel Managers 
(PTMs) who took part in a famil to Club Med Valmorel 
discovered recently.

Valmorel is one of the lesser-known French ski 
resort towns, located just forty kilometres from 
Albertville (home of the 1992 Winter Olympics). There 
are more than 150 kilometres of trails to choose from, 
most of which are pitched at the intermediate skier, 
making it an ideal, family-friendly location for a Club 
Med resort.

Sue Kuti, representative for Randwick in New South 

AMANDA ERWIN from Mobile Travel Agents (MTA) 
visited ‘the land of the rising sun’ recently as part of 
an intensive EXO Travel Japan study tour combining 
stays in both traditional Ryokan-style accommodation 
and several of the country’s first-class properties.

Encompassing Tokyo, Hakone, Odawara, Ise-Shi 
and Kyoto, sightseeing opportunities included a 
Tokyo street food tour with a visit to the world-
famous Tsukiji Fish Markets, Mount Fuji, a Lake 
Ashinoko cruise, a Bullet Train experience and a 
cycling tour of the Kyoto Peninsula.

Meanwhile, Julie Evans (pictured right) from MTA 

was lucky enough to participate in a recent Island 
Destinations 2017 French Polynesia study tour.

Visiting Taha’a, Bora Bora, Moorea and Papeete 
during the 10-day program, Julie’s itinerary included 
the opportunity to stay at and inspect several of 
the world’s most opulent resorts, including the Four 
Seasons Bora Bora, Papeete’s Le Taha’a Island Resort  
& Spa and the Sofitel.

A highlight of the program was a private plane 
flight and stay at The Brando, Tetiaroa Private Island,  
hot on the heels of former U.S. President Barack 
Obama, who recently departed after a 24-day break.

RIVIERA TRAVEL has hosted its first Australian 
travel industry famil on its European river ships 
as part of the company’s first foray into the 
booming Australian river cruise market.

Joining the seven-day trip on the Rhone in 
France aboard the company’s five-star river 
ship, Lord Byron, was a three-person team 
from wholesaler Cruise Traveller which helps 
distribute Riviera Travel product in Australia.

Riviera has an expanded fleet of 11 luxury 
ships set to carry a record number of guests 
on 300 river cruises across Europe in 2018. The 
company recently launched its first campaign 
targeted at Australians, with a dedicated 
website and brochure in dollars.

Wales, was sufficiently 
impressed by what she 
saw that she would love to 
return for a family holiday 
of her own.

“It’s easy for all age 
groups to have a great 
time,” she said. “You have 
direct access to the ski 
field from the resort and 
you can pop back for 
lunch whenever you fancy.”

Meanwhile, five PTM’s have 
participated in an eight-day guided 
famil around Northern California 
hosted by Qantas and Trafalgar.

One of the main highlights was the 
opportunity to spend time in Yosemite 
National Park while great food and 
wine was another popular feature for 
the group.

“This was my first visit to this part of 

California, so I now feel much 
more confident selling it,” said Kerry 
Cleasby, representative for South 
Brisbane in Queensland. “Many of my 
clients do self-drive trips here, so being 
able to give them local insights and 
tips such as the best place for a clam 
chowder or a margarita at Fisherman’s 
Wharf will be invaluable to my business 
and reputation as a PTM with in-depth 
local knowledge.”

A taste of old and new

FEATURED IN FIJI
LIFE ON THE Riviera

Sam Patton (left) and Madeline Bielak

French toast
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DISNEYLAND RESORT in California and 
Qantas hosted 12 top-selling agents to five 
days and four nights of adventure recently 
as part of an incentive famil which ran earlier 
this year.

The winners from helloworld and Qantas 
Holidays explored more than 85 attractions 
across Disneyland Park and Disney California 
Adventure Park (DCAP).

The agents were among the first to 
experience the return of the attraction 
Fantasmic!, featuring enhanced special 
effects and innovative projection. In 
addition, the agents experienced the 

recently launched Guardians of the Galaxy – 
Mission: BREAKOUT! attraction at DCAP.

Having attended the bi-annual D23-Expo 
2017, the group of agents were VIP guests 
at the Walt Disney Parks and Resorts panel 
where Chairman Bob Chapek announced 
exciting new plans and editions for its 
theme parks around the world. 

These included Pixar Fest, a limited-time 
celebration of all things Pixar launching 
at Disneyland Resort in California in 2018, 
and the new Spiderman, Avengers and Star 
Wars: Galaxy’s Edge attractions coming to 
the park.

PRINCESS CRUISES hosted a famil for 20 
enthusiastic travel agents recently with 
the group sailing aboard Majestic Princess 
from Xiamen in China to Taipei in Taiwan 
and on to Hong Kong.

The group dined at Michelin starred-
chef Richard Chen’s Harmony Restaurant 
onboard and experienced some 
memorable Asian cuisine. While in Hong 
Kong the group visited the floating 
markets, Nathan Road, Lang Kwai Fong 
and Lantau Island.

With Majestic Princess set to call Sydney 
home in September 2018, the famil gave 
the group a taste of Princess’ newest 
flagship.

FIT FOR A PRINCESS

Taking the 
MICKEY

THE ROBOT Restaurant in Tokyo’s Shinjuku 
district managed to eclipse the Bullet Train, 
Mount Fuji and the Imperial Palace for a 
group of Aussie agents on a famil to Japan 
recently.

The fantasy-themed cabaret venue, which 
opened in 2012 at a cost of around $100 
million, is famed for its gigantic fem-bots, 
bikini-clad dancers, LED walls, lasers and 
anime-style murals.

TravelCube's Tanya Blaxill – who led the 
group of 10 Victorian agents on the eight-
day journey to Tokyo and Hong Kong – says 
that an evening in the restaurant is best 

described as "beyond crazy".
"At one point there was a huge robotic 

snake, and a chick was riding it as it battled a 
steampunk vehicle with machine guns being 
driven by an evil warrior, who later took on 
a robotic eagle," says Blaxill. "It was exactly 
what we envisaged the fun, quirky weirdness 
of Japan would be like, with absolutely 
nothing making sense - we loved it."

The group also enjoyed a selection of 
Tokyo's more conventional attractions and 
embarked on a day trip to Hakone, part 
of the Fuji-Hakone-Izu National Park, and 
Mount Fuji.

VIKING CRUISES has hosted 17 Australasian 
agents to experience their popular eight-
day ‘Lyon & Provence’ itinerary cruising 
between Avignon and Lyon.

Sailing aboard Viking Heimdal and Viking 
Delling, the two groups enjoyed included 
excursions to Les Arènes amphitheatre and 
the Pont du Gard. They also tapped into 
their inner van Gogh at an Arles painting 
class, witnessed the beauty that inspired 
artists like Cézanne and Chagall, and 
explored Avignon’s Palace of the Popes. 

The groups indulged their taste buds 
in the capital of French gastronomy, Lyon, 
savoured Beaujolais wines, went truffle 
hunting and saw how chèvre cheese is 
made.

V FOR VIKINGI, ROBOT
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THE SERENGETI and the Maasai Mara 
are arguably the best known of Africa’s 
game parks and, not surprisingly, both are 
frequently requested by first time travellers 
to the continent. 

Each are rich in species diversity and 
sheer volume of wildlife, but in reality they 
are one place – that means you could well 
be seeing the same wildebeest or zebra in 
Kenya that you saw in Tanzania! 

An estimated three million animals make 
the annual migration between the two 
countries and on a recent visit to Tanzania 
we stayed in some magical camps that allow 
the most privileged of travellers to witness 
this irresistible movement of wildlife.

In Tanzania, we flew in from Arusha to 
the Singita Grumeti strip, with its beautiful 
tented ‘airport’ terminal, and felt akin to 
royalty as we were driven to the first camp. 

The Serengeti Grumeti Conservancy of 
160,000 hectares has been transformed from 

a poacher’s wasteland into a safari jewel  
and guests, through the high tariffs they 
pay, are contributing to the work of  
re-establishing the ecosystem, local 
education and the reintroduction of  
species such as the wild dog. 

Singita offers five luxury accommodation 
options in Grumeti, including two stylish 
camps, a private retreat and two lodges. We 
were lucky enough to experience two of 
these.

We stayed at the Singita Sabora Tented 
Camp, which was for me the ultimate safari 
experience. The tents, decorated with 
‘campaign’ furniture and romantically netted 
beds, each offered large sitting rooms and 
inside/outside bathrooms. 

Showering under the stars in the African 
wilderness and sleeping with the sounds of 
animals moving and grazing close by is to 
feel a part of the environment. During the 

migration months the animals move en 
masse through this landscape. 

For those who want to be a little 
removed from the action, the hilltop 
Singita Sasakwa is a luxurious option. The 
Lodge has one- and two-bedroom stone 
cottages built on the escarpment edge, 
with their own plunge pools. As you sit 
immersed in your bathroom bubbles, the 
only distraction is the intrusion of monkey 
eyes checking you out!

From the terraces that wrap around the 
Lodge the view over the Central Serengeti 
plains is one that an eagle would envy. We 
enjoyed a walking safari from the Lodge 
and identified some of the ‘Little Five’ 
while keeping a respectful distance from 
the elephants who could smell us on the 
wind. Others enjoyed the spa, the infinity 
pool and just relaxing in this spectacular 
eyrie.

We returned to Arusha via the 
Ngorongoro Crater (a relaxed half-day 

: Famil reviews

ANNI BAILLIEU from Moss Vale Cruise 
and Travel in New South Wales – a 
member of the Travellers Choice 
network – visited Tanzania recently 
as a guest of Africa Safari Co. Here 
are a few of her insights into two of 
Africa’s most celebrated game parks.

HERE’S WHAT I GOT  

out of 
Africa

Anni’s handy hints
⁕  Private conservancies allow off-road 

driving
⁕ Public National Parks are on-road only 
⁕  Travel to Tanzania in the ‘green season’ 

(February to April) when the babies are 
being born

⁕  Avoid high season in the crater (June 
to August)

⁕  Nairobi – stay two nights – Giraffe 
Centre/Sheldrick Elephant Orphanage, 
Kazuri 

⁕  Consider direct flights between Arusha 
and Zanzibar for some post-safari down 
time.

Overlooking Ngorongoro Crater

journey). The crater usually suffers from 
too many visitors, but it is one of the most 
spectacular locations in the world and 
should be included in a Tanzanian safari. 

We stayed at the Crater Lodge which is an 
eclectic mix of Italian/African architecture, 
reminiscent of The Flintstones and The 
Addams Family – think chandeliers, dripping 
wax and rich plush velvets. There are other 
options such as the Asilia Eco Lodge that 
may not have the renowned view but will be 
less damaging to the wallet.

But where in the world can you sit, 
champagne-in-hand, on a red-blanketed 
grass slope mesmerised by the singing and 
dancing of fire-carrying Maasai warriors as 
you look into a crater where thousands of 
animals are preparing for the night – it was 
one of the most magical experiences I have 
had in 35 years of travel. 

* The Little Five include the elephant shrew, 
ant lion, rhinoceros beetle, boffola weaver and 
the leopard tortoise.

Anni Baillieu (second from right) with her travelling companions
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AGENTtalk: Famil reviews

I ARRIVED at Melbourne’s Tullamarine airport 
for an overnight Malaysia Airlines flight 
to Phuket and flew via Kuala Lumpur into 
Phuket’s International Airport. 

Our group of 12 was greeted by guides 
from Buffalo Tours who took us on a scenic 
drive to Krabi, a resort town in a quaint region 
along the Andaman Coast. We checked into 
the perfectly located Centara Anda Dhevi 
Resort and Spa for the first night where we 
enjoyed the pool’s high-speed waterslide and 
the first of many Thai massages. 

Our first full day was spent at Thalene, a 
small fishing village, where we enjoyed a 
sea kayaking adventure through the hidden 
mangrove swamps and limestone caves. 
Mid-paddle, the group was greeted by a lone 
monkey when we stopped for a refreshing 
swim on an isolated beach.

After arriving by private long-tail boat at 

the luxurious Centara Grand Beach Resort 
and Villas in Krabi, the group spent some time 
enjoying the expansive property, including 
the 500-metre long private beach, before 
travelling to the next location, Kata.  

Kata is a beautiful beachside town on the 
west coast of Phuket, only 30 minutes’ drive 
from bustling Patong. Here the group enjoyed 
two nights’ accommodation at the Katathani 
Phuket Beach Resort, along with a private six 
course dinner at The Shore at Katathani, while 
overlooking the entire length of Kata Noi 
Beach and watching the sun go down.  

Day three included a day-long speedboat 
excursion out to the Phi Phi Islands. 
Snorkelling, sunbathing, swimming and 
cocktails on the beach were all on the cards 
during the excursion, before a night out on the 
town in popular Patong. 

The last two nights of the adventure were 

spent in the hidden gem of Phuket, Cape 
Panwa, which boasts an array of luxurious 
resorts, including the Cape Panwa Hotel, where 
we spent the last two nights enjoying the 
private beach and sampling the rotating menu 
of the in-house restaurant, Café Andaman. 

Adrenaline was in order for our last day, 
which was spent at the Flying Hanuman 
Treetop Experience. Located in a hillside 
forest, the Flying Hanuman takes tourists 
away from the typical sand and beach 
experience that Phuket is known for and 
provides an adventure like no other, offering 
28 different treetop obstacles. The guides on 
this particular trip were exceptional, making 
even the most faint hearted of the group 
comfortable being thrown head first out of  
a tree, which made for an exciting end to  
our trip.

■ tourismthailand.org

TAMMY’S TALES OF THAILAND
Here, TAMMY VAN EXAN, International Travel Consultant from Flight Centre Fountain Gate in 
Victoria, reviews a famil to Phuket in Thailand.

Tammy Van Exan (seventh from the left) enjoying the delights of Thailand



NUMBER OF STAFF: 15

HOW LONG IN PRESENT LOCATION: We will 
celebrate four years as a branch in Modbury 
this month.

MAIN TYPE OF CLIENTELE: We have 
a wonderful variety of clients though 
predominantly baby boomers, retirees 
and families. Many loyal clients followed 
our consultants that came from other Phil 
Hoffmann Travel (PHT) branches when 
Modbury opened.

MOST POPULAR HOLIDAY SOLD: Cruise is 
highly popular with our clientele. They will 
often combine a cruise with a coach tour 
or FIT arrangements, which complements 
their trip nicely. APT European river cruises 
and Canada and Alaska cruise tours are firm 
favourites with our clients.

HOTTEST DESTINATION RIGHT NOW: Canada 
and Alaska are always crowd favourites. We’re 
seeing a lot of popularity with New Zealand, 
the South Pacific, Hawaii and the USA, along 
with Northern Europe and the Baltic region. 
We’ve noticed our travellers are becoming 
more curious about the Arctic regions and 
exotic locations like Antarctica and Africa.

LONGEST SERVING MEMBER OF STAFF: That 
would have to be Bernie! Bernie is a fun, witty 
and dedicated individual who’s been in the 
travel industry since 1975. She comes from 
the days when everything was handwritten 
and done manually, so prints and notes down 
everything. New forests have been planted to 
keep up with her printing demands! 

From a company perspective, Kerri joined 
PHT as a junior consultant at our Norwood 

branch in 2007 while Mario also joined the 
PHT family in 2007, starting at our Glenelg 
branch.

WHO IS THE OFFICE JOKER: Definitely our 
manager, Mario. He’s always making random 
animal noises, singing loudly and turning off 
keyboards or mouses while we’re away from 
our desk and he loves to laugh at his own 
jokes. He also loves to talk about cars… a lot!

FUNNIEST THING THAT'S EVER HAPPENED 
IN THE OFFICE: When one of our team 
members accidentally said “Goodbye – love 
you!” to their client. Also, PHT held its EOFY 
award’s night for 2016/17 in July. Gerard 
couldn’t make it on the night, so we took a 
cardboard cut-out of him which ‘posed’ in 
all our team photos throughout the night, 
collected the award as ‘Branch of the Year’ 
with us and even joined us on the dance 
floor!

BEST CHRISTMAS PARTY EVER: We’ve had 
quite a few parties at Mario’s house and they 
are always great fun. Last year was hilarious… 
we played Gobby – a card game where you 
wear a dental mouthpiece and try to say 
the phrase on the card you pull. We were in 
hysterics for hours! 

FAVOURITE TV SHOW IN THE OFFICE: Not 
necessarily the favourites with the whole 
team but the most discussed are probably 
Game of Thrones, Vikings or trashy shows like 
The Bachelor.

WHAT SPECIAL EFFORTS DO YOU MAKE TO 
INTERACT WITH CUSTOMERS: We have a 
fantastic open kitchen in our branch which 
we use for four-course Italian lunches we 

often hold with clients as part of our lifestyle 
series. We regularly hold travel talks in the 
office for clients which generally start with 
a glass of wine and some nibbles – a great 
icebreaker to get to know them on a more 
personal level. A lot of the team diarise their 
client’s birthday and give them a call or email 
to send them birthday wishes.

MAIN WATER COOLER TOPICS IN THE 
OFFICE: Food is probably the hottest topic. 
Then TV, travel, weekend adventures and 
gossip – nothing seems to be off limits when 
you’re near the water cooler.

BIGGEST CHANGES YOU'VE SEEN IN THE 
TRAVEL INDUSTRY: When Bernie started 
in the industry more than four decades 
ago, there weren’t even computers so she 
has obviously seen some huge changes 
in technology in that time. From the time 
when airfares were found in a book and you 
called the airline to book a seat to the instant 
bookings we make online now – the industry 
has changed dramatically.
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HOFF AND RUNNING

NAME OF AGENCY:   
Phil Hoffmann Travel Modbury

Westfield Tea Tree Plus, 1020 North East 
Road, Modbury, SA 5092.

Tel: 08 8122 7110

pht.com.au

* Would you like to be our Agency of the  

Month? Please drop us a line at  

editorial@traveltalkmag.com.au

Please meet and greet the good folk at Phil Hoffmann Travel Modbury in South Australia.

:Agency of the Month
From left to right: Kelly Austin, Claire Whitcher, 

Siobhan Kelly, Mario Cufone, Katie Smithers, 
Kirsty Finch, Bernadette Boyce and Jackie Pool
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SHE BOOKED WITH AN

ATAS 
ACCREDITED 
TRAVEL AGENT

Quality, trustworthy, experienced, 
industry accredited travel agents 
can be found at ATAS.com.au

THE AO Nang Cliff View Resort in Krabi in Thailand has released an inclusive seven-
night package which carries 15 per cent commission for agents.

The package has inclusions aimed at simplifying sales for agents as it includes 
transfers from Krabi International Airport. The property is now offering seven nights 
for two in a panorama room with roundtrip airport transfers, daily breakfast and 
unlimited Wi-Fi for around $1,000.

Positioned high on a hill but still a couple of minutes easy walk to the village and 
the nearby beach, Ao Nang has sweeping views over Krabi and out to the Andaman 
Sea from the verandah spas in the rooms.

The property also has a comprehensive choice of day touring, a fine dining room 
and a variety of in-house activities. The promotion runs until December 31.
■ aonangcliffbeach.com

INTERNATIONAL RAIL has launched its ‘Luxury Rail 
Collection’ program with agents offered the chance to 
take home a Dan Murphy gift voucher up to $250, just 
in time for the Christmas party season.

Make three deposited bookings per agency on any 
of the luxury rail products by December 7 and receive 
a $250 voucher, or for home-based agents make just 
two deposited bookings and receive a $150 Dan 
Murphy voucher.

Rail journeys included in the incentive are Belmond 
Rail products, Al Andalus, El Transcantabrico, Golden 
Eagle Danube Express, The Blue Train and Rovos 
Rail across Africa, The Maharaja Express, the Deccan 
Odyssey and Palace on Wheels in India, and The Rocky 
Mountaineer.
■ agent.internationalrail.com.au

TAKE A SIMPLE STEP TO  

INCENTIVE OFFER ON  
new luxury rail range

TRAVELLERS CHOICE has expanded its award-winning network with the 
addition of two high-profile member shareholders in Western Australia.

Kings Tours and Travel, a fast-growing multi-outlet operation based in 
Perth, and James St Cruise & Travel, an ambitious regional agency in the state’s 
south west, have joined the retail travel network.

THE CHOICE JUST GOT BIGGER IN WA

extra commission
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POWER to the 

PEOPLE
One of the most eagerly anticipated announcements at the 
recent NTIA’s was the winner of the People’s Choice ATAS Retail 
Travel Agency of the Year. Here, we speak to the finalists and look 
at how the award continues to grow in stature every year.

THIS YEAR, the Australian Federation of 
Travel Agents (AFTA) again partnered with 
APT and International Traveller magazine 
to run the ‘People’s Choice ATAS Retail 
Travel Agency of the Year’ campaign.

Now in its second year, the campaign 
ran as a separate, dedicated promotion 
and not part of the magazine’s ‘Reader’s 
Choice’ awards. By unlinking the 
campaign, AFTA was able to increase 
market cut through and better reach and 
engage both participating ATAS travel 
agents and consumers. 

Indeed, the 2017 campaign received 
an uplift of 63 per cent in consumer 
engagement, receiving more than  

8,000 consumer votes.
The objectives of the campaign were 

to raise consumer awareness of ATAS and 
deliver an initiative which encouraged 
and provided a mechanism for ATAS 
participants to promote their business as 
“travel accredited” to consumers. A further 
goal was to celebrate and reward these 
ATAS accredited agencies at the National 
Travel Industry Awards.

To entice consumers to vote, APT came 
onboard as gold sponsor for the award and 
prize partner for the consumer campaign. 
This gave all voting consumers the chance 
to win a Mekong River cruise for two people 
valued at more than $7,000. ■ atas.com.au: afta.com.au

Contact: Robyn Sinfield, Owner/ Manager.  
robyn@hotc.com.au

Q: What does being ATAS accredited mean to 
you?
A:  ATAS lets our clients know that we are 

reputable, knowledgeable, offering professional 
first hand advice in a friendly and personal 
way and we are there for them before, during 
and after their travels, always offering value for 
money.

Q:  How did you rally consumer votes in the ATAS 
People’s Choice campaign?

A:  At the touch points of our clients booking and 
at their document time, we included our ATAS 
flyers with a personal note asking if we were 
‘good’ enough would they vote. 

Q:  What makes your business stand apart from 
other travel agencies?

A:  We are home based – the fastest growing part 
of our industry for experienced consultants – so 
we have the time. We work where and when 
the clients want to, we work off our client book 

Home Travel Company, TAS

which is one going back 35 years and 
now we deal with fourth generations 
of the same family.

We are trusted; we are firstly our 
client’s friend and we treat our clients 

like we would like to be treated. We 
have clients who are our advocates, 
constantly referring new business, 
because they know their friends or 
family will have the same experience.

The ATAS travel agency finalists who received 
the most votes in their respective states were:
✴ Chris Watson Travel Tamworth, NSW

✴ Weston Cruise & Travel, ACT

✴ Kingscote Travel, SA/NT

✴ Home Travel Company, TAS

✴ Destination HQ Beaumaris, VIC

✴ Bicton Travel, WA

✴ New Farm Travel, QLD
The winner was determined by the travel 

agency that had received most votes nationally 
and Kingscote Travel was presented with the 
prestigious People’s Choice ATAS Retail Travel 
Agency of the Year Award’ at the NTIA’s in July.

Straight from the agency Three of the finalists reveal their secrets to success.
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Contact: Evelyn Swayne, Owner/Manager. 
travel@kingscotetravel.com.au

Q:  What does being ATAS accredited mean 
to you?

A:  Being ATAS accredited is important to us at 
Kingscote Travel because it demonstrates 
to our clients that we are experienced and 
can be relied on to provide them with 
quality travel plans suited to their personal 
needs. 

When they book with us, our clients 
are confident that they’ll receive our high 
standard of service, with personalised 
itineraries and suggestions to match their 
travel dreams and needs. They also know 
that we’re here to help them if anything 
should go wrong while they’re away. 

They can call us, message us through 
Facebook, send us an email – whatever 
they need to do – and we’ll do everything 

possible to get them back to enjoying 
their trip just as soon as we can. Our 
experience and connections within the 
travel industry mean we know how to 
solve problems for our clients, as well as 
save them time and money!

Q:  How did you rally consumer votes in the 
ATAS People’s Choice campaign? 

A:  We made sure that our current clients and 
the wider local community on Kangaroo 
Island knew about the campaign by 
featuring it on our website and Facebook 
page, promoting it in our email marketing, 
linking to the voting site from our email 
signatures and of course mentioning it to 
everyone we engaged with.

Q:  What makes your business stand apart 
from other travel agencies? 

A:  Kingscote Travel is a family-owned 
business that prides itself on providing 

highly personalised service for each 
and every customer. We’re also an 
independent agency, so our clients can 
be confident that they’re getting the best, 
unbiased advice for their travel plans. 

Unlike other agencies, we won’t 
recommend a product just because we’re 
told to. We’ll only sell travel products 
that we know and trust, and that we’re 
confident will provide our clients with the 
holiday experience that they want. 

We’re a member of Travellers 
Choice, Australia’s leading network of 
independent agents, so we have the 
benefit of buying power to give our clients 
excellent value for money too. Whether 
they’re travelling locally, domestically or 
internationally, we truly have everything 
covered – including luggage for sale in  
the agency!

Kingscote Travel, People’s Choice 
ATAS Travel Agency of the Year

KINGSCOTE TRAVEL, SA

WESTON CRUISE AND TRAVEL, ACT

Contact: Debra Long, Owner.  
deb@westoncruiseandtravel.com.au

Q:  What does being ATAS accredited mean to you?
A:  Being an ATAS accredited agency means that our customers 

have a high level of protection when booking travel through 
our agency. We have met the strict standards that are 
required to be an ATAS accredited agency, so our clients can 
rely upon us and have confidence in us.  
    I believe in being part of an industry that has an 
accreditation to give travellers peace of mind that the agency 
they are dealing with is financially stable.

Q:  How did you rally consumer votes in the ATAS People’s 
Choice campaign?

A:  We used mainly electronic marketing. We posted on our social 
media platforms (Facebook and Instagram), sent an email out to 
our database, banners in our email signatures and had printed 
A6 flyers throughout the office. 

Q:  What makes your business stand apart from other travel 
agencies? 

A:  We strive to deliver excellent customer service to our clients, 

which also includes our years of knowledge and expertise in travel.     
     We are a professional and award-winning team that offer our 
clients a personal touch. We get to know them and what they want. 
We recognise that people want different things when they travel 
and we offer unbiased recommendations to make sure the travel 
arrangements suit each individual client. 
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A FRESH focus on service innovation and a 
revamped prize package were just two of 
the exciting new developments announced 
at the launch of the Avis Travel Agent 
Scholarship in Sydney recently.

Now in its 21st year, the new-look 
Scholarship will also be open to agents from 
New Zealand for the very first time. Speaking 
at the official launch at the Four Seasons 
Hotel, Kaye Ceille, Managing Director 
Pacific Region, Avis Budget Group, said the 
Scholarship is aimed at agents who are 
conceiving and implementing new or novel 
approaches to delivering customer service.

“Today’s travel agent operates in a 
hyper-competitive retail environment and 

to stand apart, consultants must constantly 
be looking for clever and creative ways to 
deliver a genuinely memorable service,” said 
Ceille.

“This year’s Scholarship is looking for 
travel agents who do just that. It could be 
through the imaginative use of social media 
and technology, or the introduction of a 
new twist on a familiar form of customer 
engagement.

“If you are taking a new and innovative 
approach to the way you provide customer 
service, and you want an opportunity to take 
that passion for service innovation to a new 
level then the Avis Scholarship is for you.”

The 2017 recipient will receive return 

AGENTS ARE being invited to take advantage of a 
trade discount on Tempo’s ‘Madrid, Andalucía & Costa 
Del Sol’ tour, promising them a taste of ‘fiesta’ in 
Spain. 

This seven-day coach tour is a great introduction to 
the country and includes six nights’ accommodation 
and local sightseeing tours in Madrid, Cordoba and 
Seville. There are a range of travel dates in January, 
February and March next year. 

Prices are from $1,472 for one agent and one non-
travel industry companion travelling together. The 
offer is valid for sale from now until March 11 or until 
sold out and conditions apply. 
■ res@tempoholidays.com

Left to right: Oliver Tams, Scholarship judge, Kaye Ceille, Managing Director Pacific Region Avis 
Budget Group, Barbara Baron, 2016 Scholarship recipient, Michelle Ashcroft, 2003 Scholarship 
recipient

YOUR CHANCE TO GAIN ON  Spanish tour
Malaga

Avis Scholarship launched with 
fresh new look for 2017

Qantas tickets, accommodation and car 
hire, with the option of travelling to the 
United States, Europe or Asia to attend a 
Phocuswright conference. Phocuswright 
events are globally renowned for bringing 
together forward thinkers in an engaging  
and innovative format.

In addition, the Scholarship’s educational 
and travel-related prize package includes: 
*  12 months’ individual membership of 

Cruise Lines International Association 
Australasia (with exclusive access to the 
CLIA Accreditation Program and unlimited 
access to the CLIA Learning Academy) and 
free registration to attend Cruise360, the 
industry’s largest professional development 
event of the year, in Sydney in 2018

*  A Polonious Resources Personal Profile, 
feedback session and on-call personal/
professional coaching for 12 months

*   Two tickets to the 2018 AFTA National 
Travel Industry Awards Gala Dinner 
(including return flights and overnight 
accommodation).

As in previous years, the Scholarship 
is open to all leisure and corporate travel 
agents. To take part agents simply need to 
visit avisscholarship.com in order to register 
and answer a series of online questions 
on their approach to customer service 
innovation.

Agents have until October 9 to submit  
their application, which can be in written or 
video format, with finalists announced on 
October 26.

Finalists will receive return flights to 
Sydney and accommodation on November 
13 to attend a judging session and a 
presentation dinner at the Four Seasons 
Hotel Sydney. In addition, all finalists will 
receive a Personal Behavioural Profile and 
a consultation session with a Polonious 
Business Coach.
■ For more information on the 2017 
Scholarship, visit avisscholarship.com



Cycle through the 
landscapes of Romania

MARK YOUR 
ARRIVAL IN STYLE 
WITH THE AVIS SIGNATURE SERIES

Experience the di� erence of driving away in one of the luxurious, 
high performance vehicles from the Avis Signature Series range. 
Take your rental up a notch by upgrading to one of our 
premium vehicles next time you rent with Avis.  

*Drivers of Signature Series vehicles must hold a full valid licence (not being a learner’s or provisional licence). Local Renters - The Local Airport Qualifi cation Form must be complete: 
2 contact telephone numbers, 2 different credit cards will need to be presented (one credit card and one debit card can be accepted). $500 additional pre-authorisation on credit card.

Design your drive with Avis Signature Series Today.
For more information visit avistravelagents.com.au
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THIS RATE IS JUST  
GREAT IN MANILA

THE POPULAR Berjaya Makati Hotel is offering 
a trade rate for agents visiting the Philippine 
capital of Manila.

A deluxe room with breakfast is priced from 
only $82, or $147 for a two-bedroom suite also 
including breakfast.

Set right in the centre of Manila’s central 
business district, the hotel is within walking 
distance to the Philippine Stock Exchange, 
the Ayala Museum and a short cab ride to the 
Greenbelt – the city’s most stylish shopping 
area.

The hotel has 223 rooms and suites including 
two bedroom suites which are perfect for 
families or friends travelling together. The 
property also features a gym, swimming pool 
and fully equipped business centre.
■ berjayahotel.com

McDonald, Distribution General Manager of 
SureSave.

“They’re coming back to agents time 
and time again as they genuinely seek and 
value the level of knowledge and expertise 
that agents offer.”

This trust is also resulting in improved 
travel insurance habits among consumers, 
with far more travellers (74 per cent) 
viewing insurance as a ‘necessity’ and 
something they ‘wouldn’t leave the country 
without’ when compared to five years ago 
(63 per cent).

Travellers are also more aware now of 
the importance of buying insurance at the 
time of booking their holiday as opposed 
to later on.

“We can attribute this marked 
improvement in part to the efforts of 
agents to educate their customers. Of the 
respondents who booked travel plans 

through an agent, 86 per cent revealed that 
their agent had explained the benefits of 
purchasing travel insurance at the same 
time as booking their travel plans,” said 
McDonald.

“In terms of ensuring that travellers are 
informed and well-prepared in advance of 
their holiday, the role of the agent is crucial 
and is becoming more important each year.” 

Underling the importance of the agent 
to the insurance process, travellers are 
booking insurance through agents more 
than through any other medium, with over 
one in four (27 per cent) purchasing a policy 
either in person, via email, online or over the 
phone with a travel professional. 

The SureSave Travel Insurance Index is an 
annual, independently commissioned piece 
of research, involving 1,000 respondents in 
Australia.
■ suresave.com.au

NEW RESEARCH released by travel 
insurance company SureSave has revealed 
how Australian consumers view the travel 
agent channel – and the news is good for 
agents.

Central in its findings is the news that 
agencies are still faring well against online 
booking sites, with four in 10 (40 per cent) 
Aussies admitting to using a travel agency 
in person or via phone or email.

Polling 1,000 Australians, SureSave’s 
2017 Travel Insurance Index found the 
travel agency channel to be the second 
most popular booking method among 
consumers, just behind online travel 
agents (by two per cent).

But even more important is the 
increasing level of trust the public has 
for agencies, with three in four (74 per 
cent) travellers saying they viewed agents 
as a “trusted source of travel and safety 
advice.” This figure rose from 57 per cent 
in 2012.

“Travellers are still turning to agents 
for their travel booking and insurance 
needs, but not because they view agents 
as the default booking option,” said Ross 

CONSUMERS 
TRUSTING 
AGENTS  
MORE THAN 
EVER BEFORE



Visit  join.travelmanagers.com.au 
Email  graciela.craig@travelmanagers.com.au 

If you’re thinking about running your own business, before you decide on your 
future, have a chat with TravelManagers. You’ll find our home-based model is 
different and we could be just the right fit for you.

We offer the latest tools, comprehensive training and support for Amadeus,  
marketing assistance and back-end tools to help make your business a success.  
And you’ll find our financial incentives will make your future brighter.

Give us a call and find out what TravelManagers have to offer. This could be  
the best career decision you ever make! 

1800 019 599

I was with a major retail travel agency for  
10 years and finally made the decision to go out 
on my own. This huge change in my career was 
made simple with TravelManagers’ training 
and ongoing business support. Switching GDS 
was easy and now I run my own successful 
travel business and haven’t looked back.
Denise Dean 
Personal Travel Manager

I joined TravelManagers five years ago to  
grow my own business. It was about having  
the opportunity to be an individual again.  
Taking the leap was easy and I have all the 
support I need, with all the flexibility I want. 
Jean-Pierre Boutefeu 
Personal Travel Manager

It’s time for a change.

170167_TM_TravelTalk_260x185mm_3.0.indd   1 21/4/17   4:08 pm
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AN AUSTRALIAN has beaten off 
competition from travel agents around 
the world to be crowned the 2017 
Emerald Ireland Specialist. 

Kimberley Longford from Flight 
Centre in Queensland battled 10 
other top performing agents from six 
worldwide markets on the third annual 
Ireland Specialists mega famil recently. 
She faced competition from China, India, 
GCC, South Africa and New Zealand, 
completing a range of daily photo, food 
and sporting challenges as well as a 
competitive, high-tech treasure hunt 
around Dublin City.

As well as competing for the title, 
the agents experienced many of the 
key visitor attractions that Ireland 
has to offer. In Northern Ireland they 
experienced the rich history of Belfast, 
the mystery of the Giant’s Causeway and 

the Gobbins Cliff Path. Heading south 
and into Ireland’s Ancient East they 
visited Trim Castle and Kildare Village. 
Finally, they experienced Dublin, from 
the delicious food scene and vibrant city 
life, to the historic Trinity College and 
the Guinness Storehouse.

Ireland Specialists is an e-learning 
travel trade training program run 
by Tourism Ireland which educates 
international travel trade about Ireland. 
Agents must complete six modules in 
an attempt to obtain a perfect score and 
the prestigious gold Ireland Specialists 
certificate. 

This certificate can be displayed on 
the operator’s website, symbolising an 
expert knowledge on holidays on the 
island of Ireland. The winners are then 
added into an annual draw to attend 
the mega famil. Since launching in 2013, 

THERE’S JUST enough time for agents to earn 
a spot on a famil being organised by the 
Philippines Department of Tourism.

The organisation launched its new Fun 
Travel Experts program recently, where top 
agents will be able to attend the large fam trip 
in November. To enter, agents need to register 
their details and complete all six modules on 
the funtravelexperts.com.au training website.

The 60 highest scoring agents will win a 

seven-night trip to the Philippines, offering 
the opportunity to discover what makes the 
country such a popular destination. With 
more than 7,000 islands to explore, there is an 
experience available for every traveller.

“We would encourage all agents to 
complete the training modules to ensure 
they are in the running to win this fabulous 
prize,” said Norjamin Delos Reyes, Tourism 
Attaché at Philippines Department of 

Tourism Australia and New Zealand.
The competition is open to Australian-

based IATA and ATAS accredited travel 
agents who are 18 years of age or older and 
who have not previously participated in any 
Philippines Tourism-sponsored famil. The 
competition runs until October 13 with the 
winning agents travelling to the Philippines 
in between November 10 to 20.
■ funtravelexperts.com.au

AUSSIE AGENT BEATS THE WORLD IN IRELAND

Sweet 60
INVITED ON 
MEGA FAMIL

more than 21,000 agents across the world have signed 
up for the program and some 25 per cent of these have 
earned a gold Ireland Specialists certificate.
■ ireland.com

Kimberley Longford from Flight Centre (left) 
with Ruth Murray, Tourism Ireland GCC.
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THE SECOND instalment of the ‘Treasures of 
the South Pacific’ road show concluded with 
successful events held in Brisbane and the 
Gold Coast.

The South Pacific Tourism Organisation 
(SPTO) hosted more than 80 travel agents in 
Brisbane and another 60 at the Gold Coast 
event.

Agents enjoyed presentations from 
representatives of the tourism offices of 
Cook Islands, New Caledonia, Norfolk 
Island, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon 
Islands, Tahiti and Vanuatu. They also heard 
from hidden treasures including Kiribati, 
Nauru, Marshall Islands, Palau, Federated 
States of Micronesia, Tonga, Tuvalu and 
American Samoa. 

The series was conceived as a platform 

uncovered in  
QUEENSLAND

for representatives of South Pacific 
destinations to inform and inspire 
Australian agents about the extensive 
range of tourism products and 
experiences available within the region.

During the Brisbane event, Jonica 
Gilbert from Mobile Travel Agents was 
the lucky winner of return flights to 
Papua New Guinea thanks to Air Niugini 
and accommodation at Rondon Ridge 
Lodge thanks to Trans Niugini Tours.

The other major prize winner in 
Brisbane was Harley Wright from Flight 
Centre VIP who won return flights to 
Port Vila thanks to Air Vanuatu, three 
nights’ accommodation at Iririki Island 
Resort & Spa, three nights at Bokissa 
Private Island Resort, three nights at the 
Havannah Vanuatu and three nights at 
Sunset Bungalow Resort.

The final ‘Treasures of the South 
Pacific’ events will take place in Sydney 
on October 24 and Newcastle on 
October 25.

MORE TREASURE

Win a river cruise 
just by doing  
your homework
AVALON WATERWAYS is giving agents the chance 
to win an eight-day European river cruise for two 
people to help celebrate the launch of its new 
national television commercial.

To enter, agents need to visit the competition 
website (goliveitcomp.com.au) where they’ll be 
greeted by the two teenagers who star in the new 
TVC and have been left to their own devices at 
home while their parents are enjoying an Avalon 
Waterways river cruise. 

Taking on a playful tone, agents are invited to 
help the kids with their homework by answering 
five questions relating to cruises with Avalon 
Waterways. Upon completing the five questions, 
they then need to submit 25 words or less 
describing their ultimate Avalon European river 
cruise. They will then go into the running to win the 
eight-day European trip.

With its relaxed approach to luxury, Avalon 
Waterways provides guests with the freedom 
to choose their own adventure throughout 
Europe, with river cruises visiting ports including 
Amsterdam, Budapest and Paris.

The competition closes on October 31 with the 
winner drawn on November 11. The trip must be 
redeemed in 2018 and terms and conditions apply. 
■ goliveitcomp.com.au; avalonwaterways.com.au 

ORMINA TOURS has announced their first 
famil tour to the Australian marketplace, 
offering agents the chance to sample their 
newly-released ‘Piedmont Tour’ in Italy.

The tour will leave Milan on April 22, 
2018, and close on April 27 following a 
six-day food, wine and truffles tour around 
this largely undiscovered region. Ormina 
is also giving agents the chance to select a 
colleague from their office to join them and 
there are limited spots for agents to bring a 
non-industry friend or partner at 50 per cent 
of the cost.  

“We believe that travel is best experienced 
with friends and family and we in the 
industry so often end up travelling alone,” 
said Ross Ioppolo, CEO of Ormina Tours.  

GLOBUS FAMILY of brands has revealed the destination for its next annual Supertour 
will be Croatia, known for its architecture, natural beauty and cuisine.

Supertour is designed to reward loyalty to the company with the 20 top-selling 
agents from Australia being offered a place on the trip, departing May 4, 2018. Agents 
need to book as many passengers as possible on Globus or Cosmos tours, Monograms 
city stays or Avalon Waterways river cruises, with all bookings made from March 1, 2017 
to February 28, 2018 counting.
■ www.facebook.com/GFOBSupertour

AND THE 2018 SUPERTOUR IS GOING TO...

an Italian job
Debut Aussie famil is 

“We wanted to give our agents the 
opportunity to share this experience 
with their loved ones.  After all, travel 
is about celebrating life and that’s an 
experience that should be shared.”  

Piedmont is home to one of Italy’s finest 
winegrowing regions, contains the UNESCO 
World Heritage Listed Langhe area, produces 
the world famous Alba white truffle and is at the 
centre of the ‘Slow Food’ movement.

Among the famil highlights are a truffle 
hunt, a wine appreciation master class and 
tasting with a sommelier, a three-course dinner 
and pairing in Chef Famiano Nigro’s one-star 
Michelin restaurant and a cooking class that 
unlocks local culinary secrets.

Agents must register their interest online 
and must have booked and deposited a Small 
Group Journey or Private Journey to the value 
of $7,000 (net) by January 31, 2018. Selected 
agents will be advised by February 10 and must 
commit by February 20.
■ orminatours.com/famil-register-interest
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BEYOND TRAVEL has released an exclusive 
rate for travel agents and companions on 
a private seven-night cultural tour of Sri 
Lanka, now available from $895 per person 
twin share.

This tour is designed to introduce the 
many varied delights of Sri Lanka: from 
beaches and bustling port cities to ancient 
ruins and wildlife. Agents can increase their 
destination knowledge and explore the 
contrasts on the roundtrip from Colombo. 

Highlights include visiting the Cultural 
Triangle – known as the ancient heart of Sri 
Lanka – Sigiriya Rock Fortress, Polonnaruwa 
Ancient city and Dambulla Cave Temples. 
Guests can also experience the dedicated 
work of staff at the reputable Pinnawala 
Elephant Orphanage, Temple of the Tooth 

Relic, Royal Botanical Gardens, an evening 
Jeep Safari at Minneriya National Park, 
the tea-growing region Nuwara Eliya and 
activities in Kandy.

Included in the price is six nights’ 
accommodation at a mix of four- and 
five-star hotels, daily breakfast and dinner, 
comprehensive touring in a private 
air-conditioned vehicle and an English 
speaking guide, entrance fees and all 
transfers.

There is an agent single supplement of 
$399 and a triple share rate of $795 per 
person. It is valid for travel until November 
30 and conditions apply. 
■ E-mail india@beyondtravel.com.au or call 
1300 599 005 for booking terms and for 
further information.

MORE THAN 300 agents across Australasia 
graduated with flying colours from this 
year’s Rail Expert training program, with 
an elite group also securing spots on a rail 
famil across Europe.

The 2017 program required agents 
to complete a total of 10 modules, the 
majority of which focused on some of 
Europe’s most popular rail networks, 
including TGV France, Swiss Travel System 
and Eurail. 

For the first time, the training initiative 
was supported by all of Rail Europe’s 
Australian distribution partners – Infinity 
Rail, Rail Tickets and Rail Plus. The top 
two graduates from four regions across 
Australia won places on the European 
famil, with this year’s winners including:
■   Garrath Ridd (helloworld) and James 

Hughes (Flight Centre). (Vic/Tas)

■  Lela Hopkins (helloworld) and Telisha 
Kelso (Flight Centre). (NSW/ACT)

■  Brenda Simon (helloworld) and Brad 
Sward (Flight Centre). (QLD/NT)

■  Caitlin Byrne (Flight Centre) and Katrina 
Miragliotta (helloworld). (SA/WA)
The top scorer for each of the 10 

training modules also won a $100 VISA 
gift card, while every agent who qualified 
received a certificate and an ‘I’m a Rail 
Expert’ banner for their email signature.

Ingrid Kocijan, Rail Plus Commercial 
Director, says that the number of graduates 
emerging from this year’s program shows 
that consultants understand the benefits 
that flow from ongoing training and 
education.

“Knowledge provides a commercial 
edge on competitors and is the key to 
delivering outstanding customer service,” 

said Kocijan. “This is particularly true 
when it comes to areas such as rail, where 
networks and products are continually 
evolving."

Agents are reminded that Rail Europe 
tickets are distributed via Rail Plus, Rail 
Tickets and Infinity Rail in Australia. 
■  raileurope.fr/wheretobuy

Brenda Simon from helloworld with Larry 
Burrows from Rail Plus

BELINDA HARDING from Flight Centre 
Browns Plains in Queensland is the second 
of 10 agents from Australasia who will travel 
to Walt Disney World Resort in Florida later 
this month.

Belinda was selected as the second 
of three random draw winners and will 
be joined by seven top-selling agents. 
The participants on the mega famil will 
celebrate Halloween with Mickey Mouse, 
while also having the opportunity to 
explore the new Pandora – The World of 
Avatar attraction.

“We have been blown away by the 
response to the Mickey’s Not-So-Scary 
Halloween Mega-Fam Incentive this 
year, with over double the amount of 
bookings registered in comparison to 
the competition’s inaugural year in 2016,” 
said Michael Cassis, Travel & Business 
Development Manager, Disney Destinations 
International.

YOU CAN ENJOY SPECIAL 
RATES FOR SRI LANKA

Random selection  
earns Belinda Disney gig

Agents pass with flying colours
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AORE ISLAND Resort in Vanuatu is offering 
agents a special deal to help celebrate the 
completion of a major refurbishment that 
has elevated the property to four-star status.

Agents can experience a studio 
beachfront bungalow for $150 per night 
and a one bedroom beachfront bungalow 
for $200 per night. There is no time limit at 
this point for the offer, but it is subject to 
availability.

The resort, which sits on beachfront 
overlooking Espiritu Santo, has spent more 
than $300,000 revamping its restaurant, 
bar, kitchen and reception areas, as well as 

introducing a new luxury spa. In addition, 
the property is preparing for the arrival 
of a new $100,000 purpose-built boat for 
guest transfers, as well as diving and fishing 
expeditions to Vanuatu’s world class wrecks 
and secret coral gardens.

Owners Lisa and Brad Gray, who took 
control of the property just over a year ago, 
say the upgrade program will continue, 
with plans for a major renovation of its 
beachfront bungalows now in development.

“The resort’s authentic culture and 
spectacular setting have always resonated 
with Australian families, couples and 

DRIVEAWAY HOLIDAYS has announced 
the launch of a new cash incentive 
which gives agents the chance to go 
into the running to win $1,000.

From now until December 31, agents 
who make Peugeot leasing bookings 
will go into a draw to win the money. 
To make booking with DriveAway even 
easier, the company has shortened the 
minimum leasing time from 21 days to 
14 days on all Peugeot vehicles. This 
allows agents to save clients up to $725 
on a 14-day mini lease when travelling 
around Europe.
■ driveaway.com.au

Cash incentive 
on booking cars

adventure seekers looking for an island 
escape,” said Brad Gray.

“That appeal is now being enhanced 
through an ongoing investment in new 
guest experiences and the unveiling of 
a fresh and contemporary look and feel 
designed to meet the specific needs of the 
Australian market.”

For further details (and to access the 
special rate), contact Greg Maloney at 
greg@destination-ap.com.au
■ aoreislandresorts.com/exploring-aore

Discount offers to stay at 

revamped resort

TEMPO HOLIDAYS hosted a Spanish fiesta recently for a 
group of agents to sample some tapas and flamenco.

Agents learned some tips and tricks from the 
company’s on-ground experts as they enjoyed three 
courses including a banquet of tapas to share, alongside 
salads, breads and olives followed by the main dish 
of paella. The group then got to witness an incredible 
flamenco performance to go with their churros and 
chocolate for dessert.

John Flower, Product Manager for France, Spain & Italy, 
said the night was a huge success. “Agents really enjoyed 
themselves. We tried to give them a little taste of what 
Tempo Holidays would offer on a holiday to Spain. Great 
food, great atmosphere and great entertainment.”
■ tempoholidays.com

Fiesta beats to a  
        Spainish tempo

AUSSIE AGENTS are being urged to get in quick for a chance to win a four-
night holiday for two in Guangzhou in China.

Worldhotels is running a competition aimed at rewarding the passion and 
dedication of agents. Apart from the grand prize of a stay in a Worldhotels 
property, there is also an Apple watch and GoPro camera up for grabs.

To enter, simply submit an original image with an accompanying caption 
that illustrates why you deserve a holiday. Entries need to be submitted by 
October 15 and winners will be informed by October 31.

First prize consists of airfare, roundtrip transfers and four-night’s 
accommodation in The Garden Hotel Guangzhou’s garden suite, with full 
executive floor benefits such as breakfast and evening cocktails.

Additional perks of the main prize include a 90-minute spa treatment, a 
three-hour private city tour with your own guide and a private chef’s dinner.
■ contest.worldhotels.com/take-me-to

CHINA PRIZE THAT’S 
JUST A SNAP AWAY
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ADVENTURE GOES FROM  
EAST TO WEST

ADVENTURE WORLD has launched its 2018 ‘India Preview Collection’, 
offering the chance to visit lesser known temple complexes, stay in heritage 
properties and former Maharaja’s palaces.

Included in the preview collection are seven new itineraries, where 
travellers will experience the vibrancy and diversity of India’s culture as they 
explore by rail, on foot and by private vehicle.

The new 10-day ‘Taj and Tigers’ itinerary will see guests head out on a 
safari to visit the 250-year-old Keoladeo Bird Sanctuary and search for tigers 
in the Ranthambore National Park. Travellers on the ‘Snapshots of India 
Photography’ itinerary will learn the art of capturing India’s many intricate 
forms – from its cities, opulent palaces and bustling temples to its jungle 
and deserts. 

Also new is the ‘Snow Leopards Expedition’, taking travellers to the 
foothills of the Himalayas where they’ll search for wildlife and in particular 
the elusive snow leopard.

“India is a country like no other and one that has seen much growth 
and interest over the past year,” said Neil Rodgers, Managing Director for 
Adventure World. 

“We’ve been crafting unique and extraordinary journeys to India for 
over 35 years, and with different and exciting travel styles listed in our 2018 
brochure, there is something for everyone to enjoy this spiritual heartland.”
■ adventureworld.com

BENCH AFRICA has a range of 
new small group tours in South 
Africa, Botswana and Namibia, 
while the company has also 
introduced a new country – 
Malawi.

Since opening their doors 
for business in 1969, Bench 
has opened up the African 
continent to thousands of 
Australians. With a motto of 
‘excellence through experience’, 
the company continues to 
introduce new programs into 
their portfolio while highlighting the best of Africa, with its 
wildlife, scenery and colourful cultures.

Bench has offices in both Kenya and South Africa to 
ensure that they always have their eyes and ears to the 
ground, while their Australian staff travel to Africa every 
year to keep their knowledge fresh.

For the more independent traveller, Bench can plan and 
tailor an itinerary. View the world-renowned annual animal 
migration in Kenya and Tanzania, take a walking safari in 
the remote reaches of Zambia, or visit Victoria Falls or Cape 
Town. More adventurous visitors can scale Mt Kilimanjaro, 
Africa’s highest mountain, or track the mountain gorillas in 
Uganda and Rwanda. 

Travellers can unwind after their safari on the 
white sandy beaches of the Indian Ocean, in Zanzibar, 
Mozambique or the luxury resorts of Mauritius. 

“From families to honeymooners, ‘budget and basic’ 
to dramatic luxury, group tours to private tailor made 
itineraries – we have thought of everything to ensure 
that we design the perfect holiday to suit your customers’ 
needs,” said Martin Edwards, Bench Africa General Manager.
■ benchafrica.com.au

It’s 49 not out for 
African specialist

wonders of India
Immerse yourself in the

TRAVELMARVEL HAVE launched a one-off journey 
travelling from east to west on an adventure across 
the Pacific from Japan to Alaska and the Canadian 
Rocky Mountains.

The 31-day itinerary explores the natural and 
cultural wonders of Japan, beginning with the 
capital of Tokyo. Guests will then head south on 
the traditional Romancecar train to Hakone to 
explore the mountainous region, which is home to 
numerous volcanic attractions, including Mt. Fuji.

Further exploration of Hakodate and Kushiro take 
place aboard the MS Volendam before guests cruise 
across the Pacific into Alaska’s Inside Passage, taking 
in the glacial scenery and wildlife. The 15-night 
cruise portion of the itinerary includes a guaranteed 
ocean view stateroom.

In Alaska, highlights include the world-renowned 

beauty of 
Glacier Bay 
National 
Park, 
Ketchikan 
(the salmon 
capital of 
the world), and the icebergs in the Inside Passage 
on the way to Vancouver.

The journey concludes in West Canada with a trip 
on the Rocky Mountaineer train in SilverLeaf service 
and visits Whistler, Banff and Lake Louise.  

The ‘Japan, North Pacific Crossing and the 
Rockies’ tour departs April 21, 2018, and is priced 
from $13,995 per person twin share, including two-
for-one airfares.
■ travelmarvel.com.au

Glacier Bay

Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise
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Arabian jewels are  
set tosparkle

TRAVEL DIRECTORS have just released details of 
a new ‘Jordan and Oman’ tour which promises to 
highlight the best of the Middle East.

The 22-day itinerary begins with a flight to 
Amman in Jordan, via Dubai. Travellers then take 
a roundtrip south to Aqaba and the Pink City of 
Petra, including snorkelling among the reefs of 
historic Wadi Rum and a visit to the southern port 
of Aqaba.

On returning to Amman there’s a visit to King 
Hussein’s unique car museum and day trip to the 
remarkable Roman ruins of Jerash before a flight 
to the Omani capital Muscat.

In Oman activities include dinner on a sunset 
dhow cruise in the Gulf of Oman, a night at a 
luxury desert camp, a visit to Mutrah souq, a tour 
through Arabia’s ‘Grand Canyon’ near Jebel Shams 
and a complete change in the desert landscape 
with a visit to tropical Salalah in the south.

The inaugural departure is on October 14, 2018, 
and this all-inclusive tour is priced from $13,950 
per person twin share. The price includes return 
economy airfares, quality accommodation with 
local meals, land and air transport and entry fees 
on a variety of guided sightseeing excursions, visas 
and airport transfers.

As with all Travel Directors’ tours this itinerary is 
led by a professional guide and even includes all 
tips and gratuities.
■ traveldirectors.com.au/tours/jordan-oman

RAIL PLUS has unveiled its largest ever Great 
Train Journeys brochure, with the 2018 
edition featuring new products in Europe, 
North America and Australasia.

The brochure also has an expanded range 
of images designed to help agents sell some 
of the world's most alluring land voyages.

This year Rail Plus has removed the route 
maps it traditionally runs alongside each 
train itinerary. Instead, enhanced versions 

TAKE THIS GREAT 
TRAIN RIDE TODAY

of the maps are 
now consolidated 
into a handy six-
page section at the 
front of the 40-page 
publication. The 
move was designed 
to create space for 
additional and larger 
images, with a strong 
emphasis on broad interior shots.

"The brochure is an important sales 
tool and travel agents have asked us to 
incorporate bigger images that display key 
features such as cabins, dining cars and 
entertaining areas," said Ingrid Kocijan, 
Commercial Director. "This year's brochure 
does just that, without compromising 
essential information."

This year’s edition showcases a number of 
new additions, including a nine-night ‘Grand 
Train Tour’ of Switzerland package that 
takes travellers from Interlaken to Lucerne. 
The self-guided itinerary weaves together 
some of Switzerland's most famous alpine 

journeys – including the Glacier Express, 
GoldenPass Line and Bernina Express – 
along with a choice of accommodation 
options, to create a unique FIT package.

All train journeys are once again grouped 
geographically – making them easy to find – 
and each page offers consultants a product 
summary using simple icons to indicate key 
features and inclusions.

Rail Plus operates a dedicated phone line 
for Great Train Journeys, which means agents 
can liaise directly with the company’s expert 
consultants.
■ railplus.com.au

Petra in Jordan

The Northern Explorer in New Zealand
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A question of 

safety

DON’T YOU just hate it when you launch 
a great new travel product, unleash your 
carefully crafted marketing strategy on 
the public and then some madmen launch 
a terrorist attack on the very cities you’re 
trying to send clients to?

And isn’t it a shame when your clients 
have booked a well-deserved tour, made 
all of the arrangements for two weeks of 
fun and discovery, and then cancel their 
non-refundable trip because they read an 
unbalanced article in the newspaper?

Both scenarios have happened to Nexus 
Holidays in recent weeks and I’d like to share 
some thoughts in the hope that readers 
might be better able to ease the minds of 
jittery travellers-to-be.

Terrorism in Europe – is this  
a dangerous time to visit? 
With horrific attacks on Paris, Brussels, Nice, 
London and Barcelona fresh in the minds 
of travellers to Europe, it can seem that the 
continent is living through an era of great 
danger.

While there is an element of risk in any 
holiday destination, it’s important to be able 
to put this into perspective. One way to do 
so is to look at the historical frequency of 
incidents of politically motivated violence.

The truth is that in Europe, with the 
exception of a small number of particularly 
murderous incidents, the frequency and 
seriousness of such incidents has been on a 
downward trend since the early 1970s. 

One reason for this is the repudiation 
of terror tactics by groups such as the Irish 
Republican Army and Spain’s Basque-
separatist militants, ETA.

Another reason for this de-escalation is 
the fall of the Soviet Union and subsequent 
reduction of violence by both leftist and 
rightist organisations, such as the Italian 
Neo-Fascist ‘Armed Revolutionary Groups’ 
who bombed Bologna Central Station in 
1980, killing 85 people.

Let’s go back a couple of decades. There 
was an uptick in terrorism in Europe in 1991-
1992, but rather than being due to Western 
intervention in the Middle East, the vast 
majority was attributable to the IRA and ETA. 

It was not until 2004 in Madrid that major 
acts of Islamist terror came to Europe. This 
was followed by London in 2005, Paris in 
2015, Nice in 2016 and Barcelona in 2017. 
During this period, ‘white nationalist’ 
terrorist Anders Breivik also murdered 77 

innocent people in coordinated bomb and 
shooting attacks in Norway in 2011.

Bad things happen, but the statistics don’t 
lie – this is not an era of great danger for 
visitors to Europe.

Nuclear threat in North East 
Asia – are we on the brink of 
Armageddon? 

Last month, North Korea tested their 
largest hydrogen bomb yet. Around the 
same time, they fired a missile over Japan, 
in a not-too-subtle demonstration of their 
growing capabilities.

Seismic readings led to estimates that the 
nuclear blast was up to 100 kilotons, or five 
to seven times the size of the bomb that was 
dropped on Hiroshima in 1945. 

To put that in perspective, a single U.S. 
Minuteman III ICBM carries a 300 kiloton 
warhead. There are 450 of these missiles 
deployed, with about 9,000 times the 
destructive potential of the bomb dropped 
on Hiroshima. They have a range of 10,000 
kilometres and that puts Pyongyang well 
within range.

Recent terrorist attacks across 
Europe have ignited debate about 
traveller safety. Here, CHRIS SWAIN 
from Nexus Holidays explains why 
agents need to separate fact from 
fiction.
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safety
North Korea claims that they can hit the 

continental U.S. with their latest missiles, 
but it’s unlikely they can mount a nuclear 
weapon on one – yet. But that doesn’t help 
potential travellers to Japan or South Korea 
to ‘keep calm and carry on’.  

Several factors make war on the Korean 
Peninsula highly unlikely. Firstly, the North 
Korean elite have no wish to commit suicide. 
The fact is that a nuclear capability is their 
insurance against invasion by the massively 
superior United States armed forces. They 

know how powerful the U.S. is, because up 
to 20 per cent of their population was killed 
in the last war with this dangerous foe. 

Secondly, the United States knows that 
should war break out, the North would 
have the support of China, as they did in 
1950-53. A united Korea, allied with the U.S. 
and Japan, would not be allowed to share a 
border with China. Some 180,000 Chinese 
lives were lost to prevent this happening in 
the 1950-53 war and the Peoples Republic 
will not have them lost in vain.

Thirdly, the U.S. will not attempt a pre-
emptive invasion or an assassination of Kim 
Jong-un. To do so would be highly likely to 
bring on the war of the century. The cost 
would be too high and the fact is, the status 
quo of ‘stable tension’ in the region suits all 
parties.

Despite the concerns of our clients, 
travel to either Europe or East Asia is no 
more dangerous than it has been in recent 
decades. So buy the ticket and take the trip.
■ nexusholidays.com.au

THE INTREPID Group has announced a 
new partnership and $90,000 donation to 
help end orphanage tourism and reunite 
thousands of children with their families.

There are 16,886 children living in 
orphanages in Nepal, yet 80 per cent have 
at least one parent who could care for 
them. Many are taken from their home 
with the promise of a better life, only to be 

mistreated and abused.
The donation has been made through 

The Intrepid Foundation to the Australian-
based child protection charity Forget  
Me Not. The organisation carries out life-
changing rescue, recovery and reintegration 
work, educating rural communities 
and parents about the dangers of child 
trafficking and reuniting children with  

BAN ORPHANAGE TOURISM 
AND PROTECT THE INNOCENT

their families in Nepal.
“We believe every child deserves 

to grow up in a safe and supportive 
environment,” said James Thornton, CEO 
of the Intrepid Group. “In partnership 
with organisations like Forget Me Not 
and Rethink Orphanages, we are actively 
lobbying the Government to make 
Australia the first country in the world to 
declare visits to overseas orphanages as 
illegal.”

Intrepid has removed visits to 
orphanages from all its itineraries and has 
been working with child protection experts 
to educate travellers about the reality and 
implications of visiting and supporting 
overseas orphanages.

“We are urging Australian travellers and 
the industry to end orphanage visits and 
volunteering overseas. Travellers often 
think they are helping, but children are not 
a tourism attraction. The best way to help 
is by supporting organisations that work 
to keep children with their families – that’s 
why we have partnered with Forget Me 
Not.”

Empowering travellers to positively 
impact communities, the Intrepid 
Foundation was founded in 2002 and has 
raised more than $5.6 million in support of 
more than 100 non-profit organisations.
■ intrepidgroup.travel
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TOK TOK gets the
TICK TICK of approval
seafront precinct, parklands and walkway, 
which stretch for more than a kilometre 
along Port Vila Harbour. Renovations to the 
terminal at Bauerfield Airport are due for 
completion at the end of the year, while a 
new cruise ship wharf has just opened in 
Espiritu Santo.

In addition, new resorts have opened or are 
about to open across Vanuatu, including the 
five-star Black Pearl on Santo, a new boutique 
hotel on Moso Island and the Ramada Resort 
Port Vila, which opened in May.

“We are excited that all these 
accomplishments are bringing a refreshed 
and renewed focus on working closely with 
you all to generate more tourism business 
back into Vanuatu,” added Ms Aru.

The theme of this year’s Tok Tok was 
‘Waking up in Vanuatu’ and Deputy Prime 
Minister Joe Natuman highlighted the effect 
a successful tourism industry has on his 
country.

“Tourism is an important business for us 
because it supports not only our tourism 
operators and their families and villages, 
but it also supports our farmers, fishermen, 
handicraft suppliers and provides many 
opportunities for us to open small 
businesses and provide employment.

“It is through these tourism dollars  
that we see families grow and prosper. 
But not only do they make money from 
tourism, but it also encourages them to 

revive traditional cultures.”
Pre- and post-event famils allowed 

wholesalers to conduct site inspections of 
the destination’s varied accommodation 
on Vanuatu’s main islands, Tanna, Espiritu 
Santo and Efate as well as indulge in a bit of 
adventure.

Whether sipping champagne on the 
edge of a volcano in Tanna, diving into 
fresh water blue holes in Espiritu Santo or 
dancing to local contemporary music on the 
sand in Port Vila, every delegate got a taste 
of Vanuatu’s appealing attractions.

At the gala dinner to close the event, 
Ms Aru told Traveltalk she’d received very 
positive feedback from both buyers and 
sellers, making the 2017 version of Tok Tok a 
definite success.

“We’re very excited that we have 
managed to involve some of the new 
operators and products in the destination,” 
she said.

“Tok Tok is very important for us. It’s 
our signature trade show and provides 
the opportunity for all tourism operators 
to showcase ourselves as a destination for 
tourism. International buyers can come in 
and do a bit of business networking and 
exchange contacts.”

⁕ See P40 for more on new developments in 
Vanuatu.
■ vanuatuspecialists.com.au
■ discovervanuatu.com.au

TRAVEL WHOLESALERS from all over the 
world were encouraged to ‘Wake Up in 
Vanuatu’ when Tok Tok 2017 took place in Port 
Vila recently. 

Staged at the delightful Iririki Island Resort 
& Spa in Port Vila, the two-day event saw 
51 buyers from eight countries, including 
Japan, China and the U.S., meet and greet 
local suppliers. Representatives of 20 travel 
companies from Australia also attended the 
annual event, which is now in its 15th year, 
and this year featured for the first time a 
Vanuatu Travel Expo.

Welcoming delegates and dignitaries, Ms 
Adela Issachar Aru, the General Manager 
of Vanuatu Tourism Office, said tourism 
continued to play a vital role in the country’s 
economy.

“This year has been a big year of 
development for Vanuatu as we continue to 
grow as a destination,” she said.

“This event offers the perfect opportunity 
to learn more about the adventure, the 
undiscovered and untouched side of Vanuatu, 
local bungalows, hiking, culture and village 
experiences. All this will be on show at this 
year’s Tok Tok.”

Several large infrastructure programs form 
part of these developments, including a new 

Deputy Prime Minister Joe Natuman (middle) 
and Adela Issachar Aru, General Manager of VTO 
(third from right) with fellow VIP’s at Tok Tok
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AUSTRALIANS WILL be among the first 
travellers in the world to enjoy new 
technology tipped to revolutionise the guest 
experience in cruising.

It was announced to industry guests and 
agents at Cruise360 that Golden Princess will 
sail from Melbourne next year equipped 
with ‘Ocean Medallion’ and ‘Ocean Compass’. 

Worn as a bracelet or pendant, the 
medallion stores each guest’s personal 
information and does everything from 
opening your door to offering tailored 
experiences onboard. 

Described as ‘cruise planner meets 
concierge’, the  compass is an onboard touch 
screen that guests can use in many different 
ways, from viewing invites to personalised 
shore excursions to ordering their favourite 
drink. Crew members are able to tap into 
this information to better interact with their 
guests and deliver bespoke service.

"It’s a very bold step but when it’s fully 
launched it will be truly ground breaking," 

WELCOME TO THE FUTURE
 of cruising

DESPITE THE encouraging figures on 
passenger numbers, the capacity to 
handle more ships in Australia was again 
the main topic of discussion at the event. 

Australia is predicted to have two 
million people cruising by 2020, but 
industry experts have again warned 
this is not feasible without government 
investment in infrastructure, accusing 
them of putting a handbrake on growth.

“We are not going to get to two million 
guests by 2020 because those 700,000 

extra guests are only going to come from 
extra ships coming to Australia and we’ve 
got nowhere to put them,” said Adam 
Armstrong, Managing Director Australia & 
New Zealand, RCL Cruises.

“It’s all about Sydney: get Sydney right 
and the whole region works. We are the 
first major big ship operator to withdraw 
capacity because we couldn’t get slots 
and there was no room at the inn. So 
that’s the future risk of the industry.”

Highlighting the decision by the 

New South Wales State Government to 
spend $1.6 billion on upgrading sports 
stadiums, Sture Myrmell, President, P&O 
Cruises Australia, said similar investment 
was also needed in cruising. "It's time we 
got some love and support as well,” he 
said to enthusiastic applause.

Agents were urged to speak to their 
local MP to help raise awareness of 
the current situation regarding cruise 
infrastructure.
■ cruising.org.au

All dressed up, nowhere to go

TICK TICK of approval

Traveltalk reports from the annual 
CRUISE360 event staged by Cruise 
Lines International Association 
(CLIA) in Sydney recently.

said Terry Thornton, SVP, Commercial Port 
Operations and International, Carnival 
Cruise Line. “People will be able to really 
personalise their experience to what they 
want. It will be the next wave of hospitality.”

In a presentation offering an insight into 
what cruise passengers can expect in the 
future, Mr Thornton said exceeding guest 
expectation was the key. He added that 
'personalisation' was here to stay and that 
'guestcentricity' was the new buzz word.

"It's all about appealing to a broader 
segment of our guests and putting them at 
the centre of everything we do," he said. 
 "We will do this by offering experience-
based initiatives and products."

The cruise industry continues to power 
ahead in this region, with 1.3 million Aussies 
having taken a cruise last year, making this 
the second fastest growing market in the 
world. By 2026, some 35 million people are 
expected to be cruising worldwide with 
more than 90 ships currently on order, 

adding 230,000 more beds to the market.
"This is a golden age of cruising and the 

best times we've ever seen," said Jennifer 
Vandekreeke, Chair CLIA Australasia Trade 
Relations Committee.

More than 600 cruise industry delegates 
attended the annual conference, aimed 
at assisting travel agents to advance 
their businesses through learning and 
development. 

“Our aim this year was to provide more 
value and learning opportunities to the 
travel agents attending, and based on the 
initial feedback I believe we succeeded,” 
said Joel Katz, Managing Director CLIA 
Australasia. 

“Keynotes, panel discussion and the 
breakout sessions have been well received. 
In the next few days we will send out a post 
conference survey to all delegates to obtain 
further feedback to understand how we can 
build on this year’s successful event to make 
the 2018 program even better.”
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KEYNOTE SPEECHES from two inspiring 
Australians and a host of well-deserved 
awards were the highlights of the 10th annual 
TravelManagers national conference held 
recently in Darwin.

Staged over three days, the event attracted 
an estimated 389 people including more 
than 100 suppliers. The theme of this year’s 
conference was ‘ONE’, which Michael Gazal, 
Executive General Manager, said could be 
applied to the company’s brand and people in 
a number of different ways.

“One personal travel manager’s own 
business is part of one premium travel 
network. Each individual business has one aim: 
to successfully combine a love of travel with a 
positive work/life balance to create the perfect 
business.”

The event began with a welcome from 
Ali Mills, a Larrakia Nation Elder, and Andrew 
Hopper from Tourism NT, before the 
conference was officially opened by Gazal and 
Joe Araullo, CEO of House of Travel Australia.

Day two consisted of a series of workshops 
and presentations from both PTMs and 
suppliers, and wrapped with a ‘ONE’ themed 
party at Pee Wee’s at the Point. 

Day three involved the community event, 
where delegates joined locals in a fun walk as 
part of ‘Steps Towards Capability’, an event run 
by Helping People Achieve, an organisation 
providing services to Territorian’s with 
physical and intellectual disabilities. To date, 
TravelManagers’ involvement in ‘Steps Towards 
Capability’ has raised in excess of $7,598, with 
final figures still being assessed.  

The keynote speakers during the 

TAKING  
THE ‘ONE’  
direction

conference were ‘Red Shark’ Naomi Simson 
and Australia’s most decorated serving 
soldier, Benjamin Roberts-Smith VC MG. His 
presentation was extremely well-received by 
attendees and proved to be one of the major 
highlights of this year’s event.

“Our PTMs are leaders in their own right 
and have, like Ben, experienced moments 
where they have needed to take risks and 
step up in order to achieve personal and 
professional success,” added Gazal. 

“Ben’s journey as a soldier has included 
times when he has needed to apply the same 
“do or die” approach, and we were all inspired 
by his incredible story.”

The conference wrapped with a gala 
awards dinner that was held under the stars 
at SKYCITY Hotel & Resort to celebrate a 
successful weekend and to recognise and 
reward individual accomplishments from the 
previous year.

“We have a fantastic group of people 
who are passionate about travel and about 

delivering the best possible experience to 
their clients; that commitment has seen some 
remarkable results for many of our PTMs this 
year so it’s great to be able to acknowledge 
them in such a high-profile arena,” said Gazal.

The awards saw two PTMs in particular 
stand out, with Simon Tinkler, representative 
for South Brisbane in Queensland 
and Barbara Turner, representative for 
Scarborough in Western Australia, taking 
home five and three awards respectively.

Tinkler’s awards included the coveted 
‘Most Improved PTM’ and ‘PTM of the Year’, 
building on last year’s success that saw him 
named as the top PTM in Queensland.

“My life has been a wonderful journey with 
extensive travel, but becoming a personal 
travel manager has taken my passion for 
travel and for providing ‘above and beyond’ 
service to a new level,” he said.

It was announced that next year’s 
conference will take place in Hawaii.
■ travelmanagers.com.au

The Top End played host to the annual 
TravelManagers conference last month. 
Here’s a look at what they got up to.

Ben Roberts-Smith 
addresses the 

conference

Taking part in the community event
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AUSSIE TRAVEL agents are being offered 
discounts on stays, best prices on direct 
bookings and the chance to go on a 
luxury famil by the owner of four boutique 
properties in Sri Lanka.

Asia Leisure, part of the Asia Capital Group 
of Companies, is the largest investment bank 
to be listed on the Colombo Stock Exchange. 
With a growing portfolio of luxury hotels, 
the company has now selected Exposure 
Downunder to represent them across 
Australia and New Zealand.

“By providing intimate and stylish hotels 
across a variety of locations, I know that 
our properties and hospitality will be 
most definitely loved by Australian luxury 
travellers,” said Reyhan Morris, Asia Leisure 
CEO.

Asia Leisure is currently offering heavily 

reduced ID rates for agents until December 
10, in addition to a ‘best price guarantee’ 
when booking clients direct. Agents 
interested in joining a select luxury small 
group famil to Sri Lanka early next year are 
also encouraged to register their details.

The four properties include The River 
House and Shinagawa Beach in Balapitiya, 
Tamarind Hill in Galle and Taprobana in 
Wadduwa. In addition, The Habitat, a 28-
room beach resort, is set to open later this 
year in Kosgoda.

With a strong emphasis on expansion, 
Asia Leisure is currently involved in multiple 
property development projects, including 
resorts in Galle, city hotels in Colombo and 
beyond the shores of Sri Lanka, a resort in 
the Maldives.
■ E-mail info@exposuredownunder.com

SHERATON ON the Park, Sydney has 
announced a comprehensive renovation 
of its Sheraton Club Lounge and 558 
guestrooms, including 50 suites.  
Scheduled for completion in early 2018, 
the extensive $40 million refurbishment 
will combine modern design with classical 
elegance to cement the hotel’s position as 
Sydney’s leading luxury hotel. 
■ sheratonontheparksydney.com

A FORMER office tower transformed into 
a 176-room hotel as part of the city’s 
vibrant urban renewal program will meet 
Canberra’s growing demand for hotel 
capacity. Mantra MacArthur Hotel is 
the only new hotel to open in Canberra 
in 2017. The hotel will be operated by 
Mantra Group, the leading Australian-
based hotel and resort operator with 128 
properties across Australia, New Zealand, 
Indonesia and Hawaii. 
■ mantrahotels.com

MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL has 
announced it will open its first new-build 
Australian hotel in 20 years in Melbourne’s 
Docklands. The project will deliver 200 
premium hotel rooms as well as 110 
contemporary residences across 17-level 
dual towers above the newly rebranded 
District Docklands. At its heart will be 
a first for Melbourne – a public infinity 
pool on the rooftop complemented by 
world-class bar and dining facilities, all 
overlooking the CBD.
■ marriott.com.au

DEALS AND THRILLS IN SRI LANKA

Simon McGrath (left) with James Hines, MD Hines Property

Agents offered

IN BRIEF///

ACCORHOTELS HAVE announced they will 
take over the management of Crowne 
Plaza Adelaide and rebrand the hotel to 
Pullman Adelaide as of October 1.

With the opening of the newly-branded 
property, Pullman will become the largest 
five-star hotel brand in Australia, a feat 
achieved in under 10 years since its launch 
into the market.

Situated in the heart of the Adelaide 
CBD and featuring 308 guestrooms, a 
thriving restaurant and bar space, and top 
floor meeting room facilities, the hotel will 
become AccorHotels’ 15th Pullman hotel in 
Australia.

“For some time we have been looking to 
bring the Pullman brand to South Australia, 
and through our relationship with Hines 

Property we are thrilled to be operating 
Pullman Adelaide,” said Simon McGrath, 
Chief Operating Officer of AccorHotels 
Pacific.

“Pullman is now the fastest growing 
upscale brand in Asia Pacific and over the 
last three years, our Australian network of 
Pullman hotels has grown 77 per cent.”

■ pullmanhotels.com

PROPERTY CHAIN SET  NEW FIVE-STAR RECORD
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WITH A star-studded evening entitled ‘Taste 
of Europe’, Uniworld Boutique River Cruise 
Collection celebrated the official Australian 
launch of U by Uniworld in Sydney recently.

A black carpet representing the 
company’s sleek black ships was rolled out 
as 130 guests were welcomed to the new 
brand, which promises luxe-river cruising 

for the new generation. A mix of trade 
partners, travel agents, lifestyle media and 
media personalities such as Jordan and Zac 
Stenmark were in attendance.

Ellen Bettridge, Uniworld’s Global CEO, 
also made an appearance in a special video 
to welcome Australian travellers onboard 
The A and The B, which are due to start 

sailing on April 14, 2018.
“Some have called it revolutionary, 

others a game-changer but whichever 
way you look at it, what we’re doing is 
new, innovative and offers a completely 
new take on experiential travel!” said 
Fiona Dalton, Uniworld Managing 
Director.

U by Uniworld is the first river cruise 
brand dedicated to travel enthusiasts 
aged 21 to 45, offering immersive 
experiences across Europe. U by Uniworld 
will begin sailings with nine itineraries 
on the Seine, Rhine, Main and Danube, 
among two renovated ships with a 
maximum capacity of 120 passengers.

The company has also announced it 

is adding a fifth Super Ship to its award-
winning fleet of floating boutique hotels. 
In April 2018, the River Beatrice will be 
transformed into the S.S. Beatrice after an 
extensive bow-to-stern renovation.
■ ubyuniworld.com

CRUISE CROATIA has introduced the largest 
range of cruise product along the Dalmatian 
Coast, with many tours offering early 
bird discounts and Discover More travel 
vouchers.

Guests can save up to $600 per couple on 
the deluxe eight-day ‘Adriatic Classic’ cruise 
from Zadar to Dubrovnik (or in reverse). It 
covers both the most popular Dalmatian 
Islands and new interesting ports, including 
Mljet, Korcula, Hvar, Bol, Split, Trogir, Sibenik, 
Sali and Zadar.

Now priced from $2,470 per person 
twin share, it includes seven nights’ cruise 

accommodation with daily breakfast and 
lunch (dinner is at leisure ashore), some 
sightseeing, return transfers, port charges 
and tourist tax.

The 12-day deluxe cruise-tour ‘Adriatic 
Classic: Croatia & Italy’ has been discounted 
by up to $800 per couple and is now 
available from $3,540 per person twin share. 

It includes an eight-day cruise from 
Dubrovnik aboard MS Karizma visiting a 
selection of eight ports before disembarking 
in Zadar and spending two nights at Opatija 
to explore the Plitvice Lakes National Park, a 
UNESCO World Heritage site with 16 terraced 

SPOT THE BEST OF THE

Dalmatian coast

Stars come out for U event

lakes surrounded by wooded mountains and 
lush vegetation. 

Travel on through Slovenia and take in 
the Postojna Caves, one of the largest cave 
systems in Europe before two nights exploring 
the romantic canal city of Venice.
■ cruise-croatia.com.au/specials

Plitvice Lakes National Park

Jordan and Zac Stenmark

Left to right: Fiona Dalton, Uniworld MD, John 
Veitch, TTC CEO and Katrina Barry, Contiki MD
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World Leader of
Luxury Expeditions

SECRETS OF THE GREEK ISLANDS: Departs 13th July 2018(1)

8 nights in Prestige Stateroom, Deck 4 from $4,810 pp*
DISCOVERY OF DALMATIAN SHORES: Departs 21st July & 7th August 2018(1) 
8 nights in Deluxe Stateroom from $4,540 pp*
IN THE HEART OF THE ADRIATIC: Departs 15th August 2018(1)

8 nights in Deluxe Stateroom from $4,100 pp*

MEDITERRANEAN SMALL SHIP CRUISES
Let your clients explore the Adriatic or Aegean Seas and delve into Croatian and 
Greek history and culture whilst enjoying breathtaking scenery on board our 
luxury small ship, Le Lyrial, with just 122 staterooms & suites, 95% with private 
balcony. In Greece, our smaller ship size will allow them to sail through the 
famous Corinth Canal. Accompanied by experienced guides or lecturers, time 
ashore is maximised, with a number of UNESCO-listed sites and excursions.

Call PONANT: 1300 737 178 | reservations.aus@ponant.com | au.ponant.com

*Ponant Bonus fare is in AUD based on double occupancy including safety & port taxes, yield managed, correct at time of 
printing subject to change based on availability. (1) Please note that these cruise departures offer a Kids Club on board. See 
au.ponant.com for more information and terms and conditions. Photographs © PONANT: AdobeStock, Francois Lefebvre, 
iStock. ABN: 35 166 676 517.

AWAKEN
YOUR SENSE OF WONDER

TravelTalk_Mediterranean18_185x90.indd   1 04/09/2017   12:00

VIKING CRUISES has announced the 
company’s second world cruise, which 
will span 128-days, five continents, 21 
countries and 44 ports.

Departing on January 3, 2019, this 
grand journey will mark Viking Sun’s 
second voyage around the world. 
Sailing from Miami, the new ‘2019 World 
Cruise’ itinerary will see guests explore 
South America and the South Pacific; 
call upon ports in Africa, from Cape 
Town to Dakar; and cruise the Strait 
of Magellan, Tasman Sea and Indian 
Ocean, before concluding in London. 

As with all Viking itineraries, guests 
receive a complimentary shore 
excursion in each of the 44 ports and 
free unlimited Wi-Fi. World Cruise 
guests also receive business class airfare 
and all gratuities and service fees, along 
with an extensive list of added value-
included features in their cruise fare.

“We offer itineraries that are 
designed for explorers, and our World 
Cruises are the most extensive and 
culturally immersive journeys available 
in the industry,” said Torstein Hagen, 
Chairman of Viking Cruises.

“Our first World Cruise is 100 per 
cent sold out and we are pleased with 
the initial response to our second 
World Cruise itinerary among new 
and returning guests. Our guests are 
experienced travellers who want to 
explore the world in comfort.”

 Prices start at $75,995 per 
person and include business class 
airfares, transfers to and from the 
ship, all gratuities and service 
fees, complimentary visa service, 
free luggage shipping services for 
embarkation, and Viking’s Silver Spirits 
beverage package covering virtually all 
drinks on board.
■ vikingcruises.com.au

THE INAUGURAL sailing of the world’s first 
‘Discovery Yacht’ has sold out, almost a year out 
from her debut sailing.

Scenic Eclipse will make her debut in Athens 
on August 31 next year before heading to Venice 
and several subsequent departures are also fully 
booked.

“The level of excitement and anticipation we are 
getting from our booked guests tells us we have 
hit the nail right on the head,” said Glen Moroney, 
Scenic Founder and Managing Director.

“The market for true luxury in both small ships 
and expedition itineraries is heating up and we are 
proud to be able to put forth a ship we believe will 
exceed expectations.”

The ship is currently under construction at 
Uljanik Shipyard JSC in Pula, Croatia. Progress since 
the keel-laying ceremony on April 28 has continued 
on schedule, with the ship’s bow thrusters, which 
provide more manoeuvrability when docking, 
already installed.
■ scenic.com.au

The first Eclipse is 
already a sell-out

VIKING TAKES  
ON THE WORLD...
AGAIN

Easter Island, Chile
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CRUISEtalk: Advertorial

Ten years. Six Ships. Thousands of guests. Millions of holiday 
memories. And an incredible fleet of agents who have 
helped Royal Caribbean become the force it is today. 

THE COUNTDOWN is on to the start of the 
international cruise season and making 
a welcome return is Royal Caribbean – 
renowned for the biggest, newest and most 
modern ships in Australia and the world. 

Superliner Radiance of the Seas, arriving 

in Sydney on October 8, marks not only the 
first of the company’s cruise ships to return 
to our shores, but also Royal Caribbean’s 10th 
season based Down Under.

“You know summer’s in the air when the 
cruise ships return, and as this is our 10th 
season since the mighty Rhapsody of the 
Seas first sailed from Sydney, it is particularly 
special for us at Royal Caribbean – and 
we’re looking forward to thanking our travel 
partners and guests, past and present,” says 
Adam Armstrong, RCL Cruises Managing 
Director.

“The arrival of Rhapsody of the Seas 10 
years ago marked a new era in cruising for 
Australia. Nobody had ever experienced 
a level of imagination quite like Royal 
Caribbean’s in local waters before, and guests 
were blown away by features which, once 
upon a time, could only be found on Royal, 
like the rock-climbing wall.

“Ten years ago, our philosophy was to 
bring the world’s most cutting-edge cruise 
product to Australia’s doorstep. Today, we 
continue this proud tradition of delivering 
Australians with the world’s best holidays at 
sea – most recently with the all-new Ovation 
of the Seas. 

“And today, we make a commitment to 
Australians that they can expect continued 
excellence in cruising, and even bigger, 

better, bolder and more modern ships from 
Royal Caribbean for the next 10 years.”

To mark the 10 year milestone and to thank 
travel partners for their continued support, 
Royal Caribbean is celebrating with their 
biggest giveaway ever. With every booking 
made on a Royal Caribbean, Celebrity Cruises 
or Azamara Club Cruises voyage in October, 
travel partners can win instantly, plus go 
in the draw for the chance to play to win 
$100,000*. Travel partners can enter at  
www.clubroyal.com.au

 “We’ll be announcing some more very 
special birthday surprises for guests and 
agents throughout the season – so watch this 
space.”

Royal has plenty in store for guests this 
summer, including the return of Ovation of 
the Seas for a significantly longer season. 
Together Royal Caribbean’s Ovation of the 
Seas, Explorer of the Seas, Voyager of the Seas 
and Radiance of the Seas will offer 76 sailings 
ranging from two to 23 nights, calling on 46 
ports during the 2017/18 season. 

Royal Caribbean retains the title of the 
largest cruise line in Sydney over the summer 
season – with bigger ships and more capacity 
than any other cruise line.
# T&Cs Apply. October 1-31, 2017. Visit  
www.clubroyal.com.au for full terms and 
conditions.

Royal Caribbean to 
celebrate 10 years 

Down Under

A Royal 
birthday

Gavin Smith, Rama Rebbapragada, Richard 
Cranmer and Magnus Wrahme announce the 
opening of Royal Caribbean's Sydney office



Royal Caribbean International is celebrating 10 years of sailing 
in Australia & New Zealand. To thank you for your continued support, 

we invite you to share in the celebration with our Biggest Giveaway Ever!

1-31 October 2017. *T&Cs Apply
ENTER NOW AT WWW.CLUBROYAL.COM.AU

WIN INSTANTLY
with every booking entered $100,000!*

Go in the draw to play for
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CRUISEtalk: Ship Review

Traveltalk Managing Editor JON 
UNDERWOOD reviews the facilities 
and service aboard Emerald Liberte 
during a river cruise through the 
South of France.

WE’VE ALL heard of ‘road rage’, ‘cabin fever’ 
and ‘plane crazy’. On a recent river cruise 
with Evergreen, I was introduced to a 
new form of transport-inspired madness. 
Welcome to ‘ship envy’. 

It all starts when you dock alongside or 
pass by another boat on the busy waterways 
of Southern France. They look at you, you 
look at them, and judgements are made. 
But rest assured, when you’re onboard 
Emerald Liberte, a sparkling new jewel in the 
Evergreen crown, you’ll be the Porsche to 
their Toyota Corolla.

She was only launched in February 
and while you can’t quite smell the new 
paint, Liberte delivers four-star luxury with 
a five-star feel. Once onboard, it’s like an 
elegant magic carpet ride, offering equal 
measures of fun, food and friendship. Simply 
disengage your brain and enjoy the freedom 
of not having to plan anything more 
strenuous than lifting a glass (or three) of 
your favourite adult beverage.  

It all starts when you unpack in your 
modern and comfortable cabin. I’ve done 
ship inspections where the cabins have 
resembled the black hole of Calcutta but 
on Liberte, the accommodation is well 
laid out, with emphasis given to the main 
requirement – the bed. Some cabins have 
a balcony where you can sit and watch 
the world go by while others have a drop 
down window so you can stand and watch 

the world go by. Either way, the cabins are 
functional, practical and spatially aware.

Having bid farewell to your suitcases 
under the bed, you just go with the river 
flow as you’re transported from one 
destination to the next. A daily activity sheet 
placed in your cabin each evening keeps 
everyone updated on optional excursions, 
daily walking tours, entertainment and 
special events. 

There’s a pool at the back of the ship 
where you can cool off after a hectic day of 
sightseeing, or a gym to try and work off the 
mountains of delicious food and wine you’ll 
be consuming with alarming regularity. 
Massage treatments, facials and hairdressing 
facilities help to keep everyone ship shape 
while the pool converts into a cinema at 
night for moviegoers.

Planning where to eat when travelling 
can sometimes be a challenge, either 
linguistically or gastronomically, but aboard 
Liberte you are spoilt for choice. Breakfast, 
lunch, afternoon tea and dinner come and 
go in a whirl of fresh local produce, prepared 
by the onboard chef and presented by the 
excellent wait staff. 

I would like to have seen more use made 
of the top deck, with maybe a barbecue or 
a dance night held under the stars. But two 
things are sure aboard Liberte: you won’t be 
short of things to do or envious glances from 
other river dwellers.

‘Sensations of Southern France’ is a seven-
night/eight-day sailing from Arles to Lyon. 
Guests can also do a river cruise through 
Portugal or an MSC ocean cruise either before 
or after. Getting to Arles is easy with flights into 
Marseille or Nice.
■ evergreentours.com.au

 Liberte
a taste of



YOUR DELUXE RIVER CRUISE INCLUDES:

Award-winning 
new ‘Star Ships’

Exclusive swimming 
pool that turns to a 

cinema at night

Complimentary 
bikes

Daily guided tours 
through cities, 

towns and villages

Complimentary 
Wi-Fi

Unique 
‘You’re Invited’ 
cultural events

All meals  
onboard

Complimentary wine, 
beer and soft drinks 

with lunch and dinner 
while cruising

All gratuities, 
transfers, porterage, 

charges & taxes*

Best River Line
for Value

2015

Best New
River Ships

2014

Best River Line 
for Value

2016

*Conditions apply. For FULL conditions refer to Evergreen’s brochures & website. All prices based on per person twin share. Valid on new bookings only. Not valid in conjunction with any other offer. All prices based on land and cruise components only. Price based on EWCR 
29/6/18 departure including the Earlybird offer, Deposit Now Discount and full early payment discount 6 months prior to departure in an D category Stateroom. $1,000pp non-refundable deposit due within 5 days of booking. To receive Deposit Now Discount, deposit must be 
paid within 3 days working days of booking. Valid for bookings with deposits until 31/10/17 and subject to availability at time of booking or until sold out. Surcharges may apply on credit card transactions. Prices, dates, taxes & availability correct at 18/9/17 & subject to change. 
Evergreen Tours (a division of Scenic Tours Pty Ltd) ABN 85 002 715 602. Booking Code: EV3541.

Call 1300 383 747
visit evergreentours.com.au or contact your  
Evergreen Expert Travel Agency

Earlybirds will 
end 31 October
Deluxe Europe River Cruising

YOUR EUROPEAN EXPERIENCES INCLUDE:
• Daily Guided Tours in 15 Cities, Towns & Villages with 

Local Guides
• Unique ‘You’re Invited’ events like a Home-hosted 

Afternoon Tea with a local Slovakian Family
• “Emerald Active” activities – Guided Hike to Durnstein 

Castle, Guided Biking Tours along the Danube River, plus 
Vienna and Amsterdam

• Cruise the Magnificent Rhine Gorge and Wachau Valley
• Amsterdam Canal Boat Cruise and a Walking Tour of the 

Famous Landmarks of the City Centre
• Walking Tour of the Medieval Bavarian Town of Miltenberg
• Tour Melk’s world famous Benedictine Abbey
• Guided city tours of Budapest, Bratislava, Vienna, Cologne, 

Amsterdam & More
• 41 Superb Meals including 2 Highlight Dinners

EXCLUSIVE POOL BY DAY... ...CINEMA BY NIGHT

APRIL: SOLD OUT

MAY: SOLD OUT

JUNE: AVAILABLE

JULY: SOLD OUT

AUGUST: LIMITED AVAILABILITY

SEPTEMBER: SOLD OUT

OCTOBER: SOLD OUT

NOVEMBER: SOLD OUT

BEST VALUE EMERALD STATEROOMS SELLING FAST

$5,970pp*

15 Day Amsterdam 
to Budapest from 

EARLYBIRDS WILL END 
31 OCTOBER

EV3541_Traveltalk_A4_ Oct_PressAd.indd   1 19/9/17   2:39 pm
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SMARTBusiness

BACK-ROADS
Here, we talk to Dennis Basham, Country Manager APAC for Back-Roads 
Touring, about the future direction of the company and then meet the 
Business Development Managers charged with getting it there. 

SIX OF THE BEST AT DOING THE BUSINESS
Meet the BDMs helping drive Back-Roads Touring.

Name: Michelle Houston, BDM WA/NT
michelle.houston@backroadstouring.com.au

Number of years in the travel business: 16
Favourite destination: 
The Galapagos Islands: 
to experience nature 
up close and personal, 
where the animals are 
as intrigued by us as 
we are by them.

Why did you choose 
to work in travel: 
Because there is so 
much beauty and 
diversity in our world 

that I want to experience. Travel and the 
industry itself are totally addictive. I love that 
we have a great travel community that is so 
supportive of one another.

Why should agents choose Back-Roads 
Touring: We are perfect for clients who want 
the security of being part of a small group, but 
also crave the time and ability to do things 
that might not be on the itinerary. I believe it 
is a great balance between coach touring and 
self driving. Plus there is so much more to see 
when you take your blinkers off and venture 
out of those big cities.

Name: Emma McInnes, BDM Vic & Tas.
emma.mcinnes@backroadstouring.com.au

Number of years in the travel business: 14

Favourite destination: Prior to going, I never 
realised how much my soul loves India and I 
have been three times now and have many 
plans for future travels to this raw and vibrant 
country dreamed out. However, my heart is 
really in Europe, which extends across the 

whole continent and in particular Israel and 
Spain. 

Why did you choose to work in travel: 
My passion for travel was born on a seven-
week road trip from Melbourne to Alice 
Springs when I was eight-years-old, with my 
parents, siblings and family dog in a long 
wheeled base 1973 Land Rover with no 
air-conditioning. My wanderlust and interest 
in other cultures was then born and I soon 
learned that the best way to travel more was 
to work in our fabulous industry.

Why should agents choose Back-Roads 
Touring: The tours feel so personal as soon as 
they set off. After experiencing typical large 
group coach tours for four years, leading 
longer, faster 
trips and racing 
around Europe, 
I really can’t 
undervalue the 
impact of the 
relaxed, daily 
starts and the 
gentle pace of 
the shorter daily 
drives, allowing 
opportunity to experience the depth of the 
local places and taste the tantalising flavours 
of the regions we travel through. 

Name: Karen Nelson, BDM NSW North
Karen.Nelson@backroadstouring.com.au

Number of years in the travel business: Too 
many exciting years to want to remember!
Favourite destinations: France/Denmark. J’ai 
deux amours; mon Paris et mon pays. (I have 
two loves. My Paris and my country.)

Why did you choose 
to work in travel: I 
think it is the most 
exciting industry you 
can be in and it can 
take you all around 
the world and meet 
so many interesting 
people.

Why should agents 
choose Back-Roads 
Touring: As we are 
the ONLY true small tour company in the 
business, travelling the true Back-Roads and 
interacting with the local people and seeing 
amazing landscapes and trying amazing 
local food and wines and staying in unique 
boutique hotels while travelling with a group 
of friends and it is all taken care of by Back-
Roads amazing staff. I just love it: there is no 
other way to travel.

Name: Nicole Gruver, BDM Qld.
Nicole.Gruver@backroadstouring.com.au

Number of years in the travel industry: 10+
Favourite destinations: Where do I start? 
London, Paris, Switzerland, Venice, Munich, 
Germany, Amsterdam, Cornwall, Padstow, 
Port Issac, Wells, Dartmoor, Fowey, Falmouth, 
Thailand, Singapore.  The world has so much 
to offer – it’s impossible to choose just one!

Whether it’s the local experiences of the 
bustling street markets in Thailand, the 
culinary discoveries through Germany or wine 
tastings in the hills of Tuscany, no two places 
are the same.

Why did you choose to work in travel: For 
me, sharing travel experiences and stories is 
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not just ‘work’, but a way of life. To be a part of 
this dynamic industry and help create those 
memories for other people is both exciting 
and rewarding. Back-Roads Touring gives our 
customers the opportunity to experience 
unique itineraries in the capable hands of 
our incredible tour guides and with food that 
even Gordon Ramsay would envy. It’s easy to 
be passionate about the travel industry when 

I get to assist our 
passengers in creating 
these life-changing 
experiences.
Why should agents 
choose Back-Roads 
Touring: At the 
end of each day 
our hand-selected 
accommodation is 
full of local charm 
and character, often 

described as ‘experience stays’ that are 
gorgeous, unique and boutique. No other 
operator or supplier can compete with what 
Back-Roads Touring is offering. 

Passengers will get to experience a more 
unique and authentic form of travelling, 
experiencing the road less travelled and 
embracing the scenic back-roads of each 
destination. By choosing Back-Roads Touring, 
you are setting your customers’ holiday up for 
success – with confidence that they will have 
an unforgettable experience.

Name: Chris Catanzariti, BDM NSW/ACT/SA
Number of years in the travel business: 19

Favourite destination: Guatemala. It’s small, 
full of culture, scenery, history and you can get 
avocados on the cheap. In Europe it would be 

Italy: it’s straight 
up awesome 
from the tip of 
your pizza to the 
bottom of your 
pasta.

Why did you 
choose to work 
in travel:  I love 
travel, I love 
talking about travel, the free drinks and the 
holidays aren't bad either.

Why should agents choose Back-Roads 
Touring: We offer what I like to call 'grown 
up touring'. We don't herd our guests in large 
groups around every castle and landmark 
in Europe. We wine, dine and stroll through 
quiet towns and villages soaking up the 
atmosphere... and the cheese... and the 
wine. We really immerse ourselves into our 
destination instead of creating a tiring, bleary-
eyed tick list of sights.

Name: Tracey Brennan, BDM New Zealand
tracey.brennan@backroadstouring.co.nz

Number of years in the travel business: 23
Favourite destination: Corsica. It’s one of the 
best kept secrets 
and what it lacks 
in size it does 
not disappoint 
in diversity, 
offering visitors 
tranquillity, 
beaches, culture, 
history, culinary 
experiences and 
activities. The 

scenery is also fantastic: from the mountain 
ranges to the bays of Bonifacio and beaches 
around Port Vecchio, while the drive between 
Ajaccio and Bastia is an experience in itself. 
Why did you choose to work in travel: I have 
always had a passion for travel and a desire 
to see the world. I have been extremely lucky 
in my career as it has taken me to many parts 
of the globe and allowed me to experience 
things people only dream of. And with every 
experience it reignites my passion for travel 
and more importantly what I do. Today, the 
best part of my job is sharing my experiences 
with people and helping them turn their 
dream itinerary into reality.

Why should agents choose Back-Roads 
Touring: Today’s travellers don’t want the 
cookie cutter-style itineraries which sees them 
spending more time travelling from main 
city to main city. They want to be able to take 
their time and immerse themselves in the 
destination by seeing and truly experiencing 
what the local people of the regions do.  

That is what Back-Roads is all about. We 
spend more time exploring the regions than 
in the big cities, all of our tours offer fabulous 
culinary experiences from a Tuscan cooking 
class to hunting for Truffles in France as well 
as once in a life time unique local experiences 
such as flying in an elegant Dragon Rapide 
over Cambridge.

Then there is our accommodation. Instead 
of mainstream hotels, Back-Roads have hand-
picked charming boutique style properties 
to enhance our clients’ experience. These 
range from 100- to 700-year old villas, manors, 
chateaus, castles, vineyards and a couple of 
monasteries… this really is what makes our 
tours complete! 

BACK-ROADS
Name: Dennis Basham, Country Manager APAC for Back-Roads Touring.

Q What was the motivation for joining Back-Roads Touring?  
 

AAfter 20+ years in the airline/aviation industry in various roles I felt 
it was time to challenge myself again. Touring was an area of our 

exciting tourism industry that I knew nothing about. In fact, I had never 
heard of Back-Roads Touring until the role came to me. After asking 
some industry friends and looking at the brochure, I was sold.

Q  For agents who may not be familiar with the company, what do 
you offer? 

A Back-Roads Touring offer small group touring, maximum of 18 
guests, throughout the UK and Europe. Everything is included, from 

a comfortable Mercedes mini-coach, experienced driver and guides, 
breakfast daily and many lunches and dinners, all accommodation, all 
activities and entry fees, porterage and gratuity. So there are no optional 
extras that you have to keep putting your hand in your pocket for.

Q How important is the work of your BDMs across Australia?  
  

A Back-Roads Touring receives the majority of its business from our 
travel agent partners so the role of our BDMs is extremely important 

to train them on how best to sell the product, provide updates on new 
tours and our growth plans. 

We love assisting with client film nights 
and expos as this is where we help agents 
get the sale over the line. Once an agent 
sells a Back-Roads tour to their valued 
clients, we know we have them for life so it is 
guaranteed return business – a win for all!

Q I believe you have regular and enticing 
agent incentives and offers?  

A  We sure do! We have a year-round, sell 12 get 1 free offer, and for 
agents not on track for this we offer 50 per cent off our tours for all 

agents. Simply contact your BDM to lock in the trip of a lifetime.

Q What sets Back-Roads Touring apart from the rest?   

A Back-Roads is truly the only small group touring company with a 
maximum of 18 guests per trip. Ideal for those who don't enjoy 

travelling in larger groups, who want to see more than the major cities 
and also a great option for single travellers as it is not so intimidating. 
In my opinion the Mercedes vehicles are one of the main points of 
difference as they are a half-sized coach so they can get into all those 
areas the bigger coaches simply can't. And of course, our local guides 
add that extra special knowledge and experience to every trip.
■ backroadstouring.com

to the FUTURE
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UNITED AIRLINES has announced it will start 
a daily, non-stop service between Australia 
and its Houston hub early next year. 

Beginning on January 20, the new flight 
will give travellers from Sydney access 
to Houston as well as many other cities 
across the U.S. and Latin America. At 13,833 
kilometres, the route will be United’s second 
longest, just behind Singapore to Los 
Angeles, which launches this month.

The flight will be the airline’s third direct 
route from Sydney to the U.S., with the 
others providing direct daily non-stop 

access to west coast hubs in Los Angeles 
and San Francisco.

“At United we are proud to offer our 
customers the world's most comprehensive 
route network and this new flight helps to 
bolster that offering further,” said Marcel 
Fuchs, United’s Vice President of Atlantic and 
Pacific Sales. 

“We are committed to the Australian 
market and this addition is proof of that. 
We look forward to offering travellers flying 
on this route, and all of our other direct 
routes from Australia, with a faster and more 

convenient travel experience.”
Flying time will be 

approximately 15 hours and 
45 minutes (northbound) 
and 17 hours and 30 minutes 
(southbound) aboard a Boeing 
787-9 Dreamliner. The aircraft 
will have 252 seats – 48 flat-
bed seats in business class, 63 
in economy plus and 141 in 
economy.
■ united.com

AIR CANADA is expanding its Australian network 
with the launch of year-round, non-stop Dreamliner 
services between Melbourne and Vancouver.

The airline will operate three non-stop services a 
week between the two cities from June 3 next year. 
Melbourne will become Air Canada’s third year-
round port in Australia, with daily non-stop services 
currently operating from Sydney and Brisbane to 
Vancouver.

"For Victorians, South Australians and Tasmanians, 
the addition of a year-round Melbourne service will 
significantly reduce travel times to Vancouver, from 
where they can explore British Columbia's world-
renowned attractions,” said Lee Poh Kait, Air Canada 
Director Sales, Asia-Pacific.

“In addition, it will provide a friendly and efficient 
way to explore all of North America, with seamless 
connections to more than 100 destinations across 
Canada and Unites States, including popular cities 
such as New York, Las Vegas and Boston.”

The introduction of the year-round service 
will follow the completion of a seasonal service 
between Melbourne and Vancouver from December 
3 to February 4, 2018.
■ aircanada.com

Aussies get another direct 
route to America via hub

NINE MONTHS after launching four-times 
a week flights between Brisbane and 
Shanghai, China Eastern has confirmed 
it will boost services to daily from 
November. The airline will operate one 
of its new modern Airbus A330-200 
aircraft on the route with the new services 
leaving Brisbane at lunch time and 
arriving into Shanghai during the early 
evening, with return flights operating 
overnight to arrive back in Brisbane in the 
morning. 
■ au.ceair.com

VIRGIN AUSTRALIA has announced it will 
increase flights to Hong Kong, moving to 
daily return services between Melbourne 
and the destination from November 12. 
Onboard an Airbus A330-200, passengers 
on VA87 will depart Melbourne late 
morning/midday each day while VA86 will 
depart Hong Kong each evening and arrive 
in Melbourne the next morning.
■ virginaustralia.com

XIAMEN AIRLINES will expand its offering 
from Melbourne to China with a new 
non-stop route to Hangzhou. The carrier 
will operate two flights per week on a 
Boeing 788 with capacity to hold 235 
seats, a total of 24,477 seats one-way 
annually. The non-stop service will depart 
Melbourne on Thursday and Sunday, 
while the service from Hangzhou will 
depart on Wednesday and Saturday. 
The inaugural flight is set to take-off on 
December 16.
■ xiamenair.com

IN BRIEF///
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PLANS HAVE been unveiled for a new $25 
million museum offering a fully immersive, 
interactive experience about the South 
Pacific during World War Two.

In an exclusive interview with Traveltalk, 
Alma Wensi, Manager of the South Pacific 
WWII Museum in Luganville on Espiritu 
Santo, said the project would provide a 
major boost to tourism, create jobs and 
inject money into the local community.

“This important history needs to the 
preserved,” he said. “This will be a world-
class museum that will really put Luganville 
on the map.”

Fund raising for the ambitious project will 
begin this month and feelers have already 

been sent out to wealthy Americans with 
an interest in preserving war history. The 
museum will stand on the site of a former 
U.S. Navy base in the town which was a 
major supply and distribution point for 
soldiers fighting in the South Pacific.

“Some 400,000 troops came through 
here so it was a major base and ammunition 
store, supplying the men for the battles up 
north. It was one of the largest bases outside 
of Hawaii and we need to show people the 
depth of history that was here.” 

Apart from a large collection of 
memorabilia and artefacts, the 7,300-square-
metre site will house a theatre, library, tour 
and information centre, gift shop, restaurant 

and internet cafe. It will be named after 
Captain Elwood J. Euart, a war hero who 
died trying to save people trapped in the S.S. 
President Coolidge, which sank in October 
1942 after hitting a mine while entering the 
harbour at Santo.

“This is not just for the local community 
but for historians around the world. It’s 
about educating people into what happened 
here and preserving the history we have,” 
added Mr Wensi.

While the museum may be a few years 
from becoming reality, a new luxury resort 
some 20 minutes north of Luganville 
on the east coast is in the final stages of 
development.

Scheduled to open in the first 
quarter of 2018, the Black Pearl Resort 
& Spa in Natanara will offer five-star 
accommodation, dining and service. There 
will be 15 bungalows in the local fale style, a 
restaurant, spa, gym and pool, while guests 
will also be able to enjoy private dining by 
the ocean on a specially constructed jetty 
coming out from the shallow, white sand 
beach. 

The resort is the brainchild of Roman 
Jetter, who told Traveltalk during our 
exclusive site inspection that he’d been 
looking to purchase an existing property, 
but when he couldn’t find the right one, he 
decided to just build it himself.

“When I first saw this piece of land I just 
fell in love with it,” he said. “We will have a 

An exterior concept illustration of the South 
Pacific World War II Museum, looking 
towards the Sarakata River

An aerial photograph of the original U.S. 
Navy base at Luganville on Espiritu Santo. 
Picture courtesy US Navy

Traveltalk reports on some major projects, new resorts and future plans aimed at enticing more tourists to Vanuatu.

What’s new in Vanuatu?
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OUR  PACKAGES  INCLUDE

Airfares         Transfers     Accomodation      Bonus               Tax

Celebrating 50 years of Overwater Bungalows 
Contact our destination specialists to book yours now!

1300 858 305    www.tahititravel.com.au    info@tahititravel.com.au

completely different offering to what this 
island has ever seen.”

Spread over more than eight hectares, 
the Black Pearl will target families, couples 
and weddings with guests expected from 
Australia, New Zealand, Asia, Europe and 
North America. While day guests will be 
allowed to use the restaurant and spa, the 
rest of the resort will be for guests only.

In other property news, the new owners 

of the luxury Ratua Island Resort and Spa in 
Santo have announced they will continue 
supporting a foundation for local children.

Kiwi’s Brett and Leah Fasher, who have 
already embarked on a major rejuvenation 
of the 60-hectare property, will be heavily 
involved in the Ratua Foundation, set up 
10 years ago by the original owners. The 
Foundation uses profits from the resort 
to help school literacy and construction 

programs, along with providing medical 
assistance. Some 7,000 school bags have 
been provided by the Foundation since 
2012 under the ‘One Child – One Bag’ 
initiative.

“We really want to ensure that every 
child in Vanuatu receives the necessary 
equipment for their education,” said Leah.
■ southpacificwwiimuseum.com
■ ratua.com 

The Black Pearl & SpaRatua Island Resort and Spa
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huge variety of flora. And the fauna is also 
in abundance at the Farm Park, where kids 
of all ages can pet and feed the animals. 
A new putt putt course has also just been 
installed, adding to the attractions.

Eden On the River is highly 
recommended for those looking to keep 

the ankle-biters amused for a few hours, or 
for those who just want to find some peace 
and quiet among the garden beds. You can 
choose to do one tour or spend a day here 
and do all of them. One thing is for sure: 
you’ll definitely find plenty to do.
■ edenvanuatu.com

IF YOU get the chance, take a day trip and 
head to Eden On the River, a 20-minute 
drive out of Port Vila, writes JON 
UNDERWOOD.

Devastated during Cyclone Pam in 2015, 
this eco-retreat has been painstakingly 
put back together by the owners and now 
offers a range of tours for the whole family.

There are three suspended rope bridges 
to cross (very Indiana Jones) before a short 
zipline brings you back to earth, or you 
can simply jump in a rubber tube and float 
down the river. Gardeners will appreciate 
the guided tours of the property, with its 

EDEN

ENJOY A  
SLICE OF

TAKE A WALK ON THE

TOURISM IN Vanuatu has received another 
massive boost with the official unveiling of a 
new $16 million seafront precinct in Port Vila.

The 1.2 kilometre waterfront walkway 
provides easy access to a number of 
restaurants, bars, tours, markets and water 
sports facilities along the harbour shore. It 
is hoped both tourists and locals will make 
use of the new facility, which was officially 
unveiled last month following a parade 
through town.

“We’ve got a fantastic park here now 
that has opened up more opportunities for 
our tourism businesses and supports them 
in providing enhanced services to both 
locals and visitors,” Ms Issachar Aru, General 
Manager of the Vanuatu Tourism Office, told 
Traveltalk.

“We want to improve the visitor 
experience for tourists coming into town, 
either via water taxis from cruise ships, on 
boats or on buses. It’s also going to open up 
more opportunities for locals with families 
using it for walks, keeping healthy and 
learning about an organic lifestyle.

“The seafront precinct is not only a 
wonderful place for visitors and locals but 
also secures the Port Vila waterfront for the 
future of Port Vila and Vanuatu.”

Funded as part of the New Zealand Aid 
Programme which delivers support for 
developing countries, the project will also 
ensure conservation and preservation of the 
seafront area. In addition to providing coastal 
protection from erosion, a rain garden has 
been put in place to capture water running 

off the road and filter it before it enters the 
harbour.  

“It’s about educating the locals that we 
have fantastic infrastructure here which is 
for the future of our people. We have to start 
educating our communities to look after the 
facilities we have – look after it and it will look 
after you.

“Tourism is everyone’s business here. We 
have got new investments, new products and 
new resorts coming into the destination. You 
are starting to see a very integrated approach 
to tourism in Vanuatu and that’s why the 
opening of the seafront park becomes a 
special part of this story that we are telling.

“We are now able to tell the world that this 
is indeed the jewel of the Pacific.”
■ vanuatu.travel

Sea Side
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SHOULD BE TOP OF 
YOUR BUCKET LIST

THE FRENCH know a thing or two about 
living the good life. It is not surprising 
therefore that they chose the islands of Tahiti 
as their South Pacific colony in 1880. 

Here are five reasons why you need to 
place the destination at number one on  
your bucket list.  

Memorable and diverse 
scenery 
Diversity is an adjective that comes to mind 
when describing the French territory. While 
Tahiti and Moorea are made up of volcanic 
mountains embellished with lush rainforests, 
Tikehau – part of the flat Tuamotu islands – 
is a pink-sand atoll which encircles a huge 
lagoon. 

Then there is Bora Bora. With its lagoon 
and dramatic Mount Otenamu at its centre, 
she is often described as the most striking 
of the South Pacific islands. Be sure to get 
a window set on the plane and have your 
camera ready: views are simply awe-inspiring 
as you come in to land.

Marine adventures 
Boat trips take swimmers and snorkellers 
to both shallow and deep, clear waters to 
meet with rays, reef sharks and tropical 
fish. Shark and snorkelling excursions are 
available on almost every island but fill up 
quickly so do book in advance through Tahiti 
Travel Connection to guarantee a spot. For 
water sports enthusiasts jet skiing is another 
thrilling way to explore the lagoon of Tahiti.

Overwater bungalows
The very first overwater bungalow opened in 
French Polynesia in 1967. Today, the concept 
has been adapted and replicated around the 
world but it is to the Islands of Tahiti that we 
owe the distinctive and luxurious style of 
accommodation. 

Tahiti Travel Connection is celebrating 
the 50th anniversary of the overwater 
bungalow with a number of special offers at 
the properties they partner with. Stay seven 
nights in the Polynesian overwater haven 
that is Le Taha’a Island Resort & Spa for just 
$4,899 per person – a 50 per cent discount 
from the original price. You do have to book 
by December 31 to get your name on that 
overwater bungalow though, but trust us, 
you will not regret it! 

Gourmet delights 
An important bonus of being a French 
Overseas Territory is that French Polynesia 
has a very high standard of cuisine, and an 

  Why    
Tahiti

interesting one too. Blending tropical 
ingredients with classic French recipes and 
style, Tahitian dining is one to die for! 

Many Tahiti Travel Connection packages 
offer a daily buffet breakfast so take 
advantage of it. Start your day with light 
and fluffy pastries, fresh French bread, a 
classic continental dish or even raw fish. 
More of a lunch or dinner choice, it is 
locally known as poisson cru. 

You will find hundreds of variations of 
the dish, the most common made up of 
raw tuna marinated in lime juice, creamy 
coconut milk and onions. We are also big 
fans of mahi-mahi cooked in a vanilla 
cream sauce and the incredible choice of 
fresh fruit. 

If you really want to mix with the locals, 
there is no better place than the port of 
Papeete every evening. The whole town 
gathers around an array of varied food 
trucks (roulottes) cooking up delights  
such as poisson cru, crêpes or even Chinese 
food. The convivial ambiance makes this 
one of the most authentic experiences  
in Tahiti.  

Value-packed holiday 
deals 
Lucky for you, Tahiti is on sale! All packages 
are inclusive of flights, accommodation, 
transfers and many bonuses so give the 
team a call to find out more on 1300 858 
305 or email info@tahititravel.com.au

Main and right: Pictures courtesy Tahiti Tourisme

Picture courtesy Lucien PesquiePicture courtesy Steve Dickinson

Picture courtesy Audrey Svoboda
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ORGANISERS HAVE announced that the 
seventh edition of Luxperience will take 
place in Sydney from September 16 to 19 
next year.

Early bird deals are on offer when 
booked before December 31 with rates 
starting from $7,340 inclusive of GST for 
an individual suite. Exhibitors can enjoy 
networking events, up to 55 pre-scheduled 
appointments, access to the thought 
leaders forum, the opportunity  
to participate in the Luxperience Awards 

and media opportunities.
Luxperience is the only travel trade forum 

of its kind in the southern hemisphere that 
connects the world’s most exclusive travel 
providers dealing in luxury and experiential 
travel with the elite travel designers from the 
leisure, corporate and MICE sectors. 

This year’s hugely-successful event took 
place at the Doltone House Australian 
Technology Park. The venue for Luxperience 
2018, whose theme will be ‘The Blueprint 
- a world re-designed’, will be announced 
shortly.
■ beinspired@luxperience.com.au

Time for a
Luxperience

Q  Tell us about Luxury Gold, where it all 
began and what does it mean today?

A Luxury Gold is imbedded in experience 
and service, focusing on achieving 

a travel experience like no other, which 
includes exploring exotic and distinctive 
destinations a traveller wouldn’t be able to 
discover on their own. 

We really do put our heart and soul into 
every itinerary, with every detail completely 
personalised for our guests, ensuring they 
receive the most tailored, unique and 
luxurious travel experience.

Q  Luxury Gold is the personal vision of 
Stanley Tollman. Can you tell us a little 

about the Chairman’s Collection?

A After 60 years of learning every aspect of 
the travel industry, Stanley Tollman, our 

Chairman, wanted to create a product that 
embodies his own personal experiences and 
understanding of luxury travel. 

Not only does Luxury Gold visit iconic 

destinations, it’s the unforgettable 
experiences that set the brand apart. Our 
guests are able to meet The Duchess of 
Northumberland at Alnwick Castle, have 
drinks with Princess Anita von Hohenburg at 
Artstetten Castle, or dine with a French Count 
at the oldest café in Paris. It’s these unique 
moments that make travelling with Luxury 
Gold even more extraordinary.

Q The brochure looks exceptional and we 
can read about your love for Italy. Can 

you tell us how travelling to Italy is different 
with Luxury Gold?

A On Luxury Gold’s ‘Ultimate Italy’, not 
only will our guests meet with an Italian 

Count at his grand Tuscan villa for lunch, but 
each day is a magnificent journey showcasing 
all of Italy’s grand past, romance and natural 
wonders. 

We allow our guests to discover how 
medieval trades are kept alive, participate in 
a Tuscan cooking master class and dine in a 
Michelin-starred restaurant on the Isle of Capri.

Q  If you could pass on a message for 
agents to communicate to potential 

Luxury Gold clients, what would it be?

A  There are so many great reasons to travel 
with Luxury Gold. We ensure that every 

moment is savoured, taking care of every 
detail before our guests have even thought 
of it. 

Our guest’s Luxury Gold journey starts 
from their doorstep, because that’s when the 
holiday starts, with a chauffeured transfer 
taking them to the airport. Throughout their 
small-group holiday, a travelling concierge is 
available around the clock to ensure the trip 
meets expectations as well as taking care of 
practical details such as hotel check-ins and 
baggage transfers. 

It’s these details that really make the 
difference between a trip and a holiday, 
ensuring our guests have the amazing 
holiday they deserve.
■ luxurygoldvacations.com

Here, DAVID FARRAR, Director of Sales Luxury Gold, 
explains a little more about the brand.

GOING FOR 
GOLD

Capri

Cinque Terre



SEVEN GREAT 
REASONS  
TO CHOOSE 

• UNIQUE VIP EXPERIENCES
Reserved exclusively for Luxury Gold 
guests, from meeting famous people 

to accessing iconic sites out-of-hours.

• EXCEPTIONAL DINING
Not just incredible meals at the finest 

critically acclaimed restaurants, but a 
deliciously varied menu of different ways to 

dine.

• LUXURY HOTELS
Carefully chosen to meet our guests’ exacting 

standards, in terms of comfort and style, excellent 
locations and impeccable service.

• YOUR TRAVELLING CONCIERGE
Who will be with you all the way, always ready to share 
in-depth local knowledge and take care of all the logistical 
details.

• LUXURY TRAVEL
From luxury coaches to legendary trains, your mode of 
transport may vary, but your comfort and convenience 
are assured at all times.

• SMALL GROUP JOURNEYS
For more personal service from your Travelling 
Concierge. 

• SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL
Partnering with the TreadRight Foundation, we place 

conservation and responsible tourism at the heart of  
every trip.

2018  LUXURY ESCORTED JOURNEYS 
BRITAIN, EUROPE, USA, CANADA, PERU, CHILE, BRAZIL , ARGENTINA, COSTA RICA, 

ECUADOR & GALAPAGOS, AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, CAMBODIA, LAOS, VIETNAM, JAPAN, 

INDIA, BHUTAN, NEPAL, EGYPT, SOUTH AFRICA

LUXURYGOLDVACATIONS.COM
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GETTING 
BACK TO                        nature
AUSSIE TRAVELLERS will soon be offered once-
in-a-lifetime experiences in authentically wild 
and undiscovered locations following a recent 
announcement from One&Only.

Created exclusively for the ultra-luxury 
market, One&Only is evolving their portfolio 
beyond award-winning beach resorts with 
One&Only Nature Resorts, One&Only Urban 
Resorts and One&Only Private Homes.  

“I am thrilled we are able to continue to 
evolve the One&Only experience, providing the 
once-in-a-lifetime experiences which our guests 
seek,” said Philippe Zuber, President and Chief 
Operating Officer, One&Only Resorts. 

“Building on the legacy and success of 
One&Only, it is an exciting time for the brand as 
we continue to combine completely distinctive 
experiences with ultra-luxury.”

The current One&Only Nature Resorts 
collection is Emirates One&Only Wolgan 
Valley in the Blue Mountains outside Sydney, 
One&Only Nuyngwe House Rwanda, which 
opens this year, and One&Only Gorilla’s Nest, 
also in Rwanda, opening in 2018.

Intimate in size, the architectural design of 
each resort will respect the surroundings and 

cleverly frame the best aspects 
of the natural beauty. Minimal 
impact will be made to the 
location, from development 
through to operations, and 
guests will have an opportunity 
to ‘give back’ with hands-
on, interactive, immersive 
experiences with the local 
community, each perfectly 
curated to the destination.

One&Only Nyungwe 
House is situated in Gisakura, a working tea 
plantation, on the edge of the Nyungwe 
National Park. The Nyungwe Forest is 
thought to be one of the oldest in Africa, with 
more than 13 different species of primates, 
representing 20 per cent of all the apes in 
Africa and 75 different species of mammals.

Luxury suites and villas will be modern in 
design, yet with traditional African touches, 
each overlooking the vast terrain with 
private decks and fireplaces. Guests can 
explore the National Park on treks to discover 
chimpanzees, grey-cheeked mangabeys and 
black-and-white colobus monkeys, along 

with the Kamiranzovu 
Swamp and waterfalls. 
Bird watching should 
not be missed with more 
than 275 species present, 
including giant hornbills, 
great blue turacos and 
red-breasted sparrow 
hawks.

Located near the 
village of Kingi, One&Only 
Gorilla’s Nest will be 
positioned in the foothills 
of the Virunga Volcano 
range. Nestled among a 
forest of eucalyptus trees, 
the resort will provide 

impressive views of the Rwandan hills and 
the slopes of the Volcanoes National Park. 

Guests will be able to discover the habitat 
of mountain gorillas as Rwanda is one of 
only three countries in the world where the 
critically endangered species still live. Experts 
estimate that there are only 780 mountain 
gorillas still in existence – and one third of 
these are in Rwanda.

Bespoke accommodation will honour the 
location and natural elements will be woven 
throughout the resort. Local African cuisine 
will surround a traditional Boma, providing 
the perfect location to share adventures from 
the day and enjoy fruit and vegetables from 
the resort’s garden. 

The resort will also offer an indulgent 
One&Only Spa and Fitness Centre, with 
treatments using traditional African 
elements, as well as the latest state-of-the-art 
technology.   

“One&Only Nature Resorts will provide 
our guests illuminating and immersive 
experiences full of adventure that will allow 
for exploration and discovery,” added Zuber. 

“Rwanda is such an incredible destination 
with truly once-in-a-lifetime experiences. 
We look forward to immersing our guests 
in the country and culture and providing 
that ultimate connection with nature in the 
ultimate locations.”
■ oneandonlyresorts.com

Feedback from guests has prompted One&Only to expand 
their ultra-luxury offering to some of the world’s most 
unspoiled locations.

Emirates One&Only Wolgan Valley



Call 1300 851 925 for more information or to order your free copy of 2017-18  
‘Hosted Small Group Journeys’ brochure or visit abercrombiekent.com.au/hostedgroups

SPECIAL OFFERS EXTENDED

“Wherever you go, go with all your heart.” 

A&K HOSTED SMALL GROUP JOURNEYS
A&K’s new portfolio of Hosted Small Group Journeys is redefining what’s possible in small group travel. 

These are expert-led shared adventures designed for more intrepid Australian travellers to genuinely 
experience the world’s most fascinating places, festivals, and natural and cultural phenomena. 

Your clients will find themselves somewhere amazing: eagle hunting in Outer Mongolia, witnessing a 
voodoo trance in remote Benin, celebrating the Day of the Dead Festival in Oaxaca, visiting a philanthropy-

driven knitting enterprise in Southern India, camel trading in Pushkar, watching polo in the rough in the 
Western Himalayas, journeying through Persian history in Iran, in an oasis city on the ancient Silk Road, 
under the Northern Lights in Iceland or Norway, sailing the southern reaches of Patagonia, or in another 

extraordinary part of the world, in another moment they will never forget, all in inimitable A&K style.

– Confucius

•  Book any A&K Hosted Small Group Journey before 31 December 2017, for travel in 
2017 or 2018, and receive a $100 gift voucher for each passenger booked. 

•  Your clients can also earn Qantas Points on Hosted Small Group Journeys booked 
before 31 December 2017. 

*Terms & Conditions apply.

EXPERT-LED ADVENTURES TO SOME OF THE WORLD’S MOST AMAZING PLACES



IT SEEMS only fitting that in a country where 
l’amour was practically invented, I begin this 
report with a love story.

I came to the south of France knowing 
little about the place, the people or their 
practices. I return home wiser (albeit several 
kilos heavier) and with Lyon stamped 
firmly in my passport of life. Officially, it is 

the second or third largest city in France 
(depending on which statistics you believe), 
but in my book it is the crème de la crème. 

While Paris grabs most of the tourism 
limelight, Lyon is every bit as entertaining, 
but without the slightly pretentious 
character of its famous cousin in the 
northwest. Easily walkable, this is one great 

big little city, that 
in equal parts 
is fascinating, 
charming and 
absorbing.

Just for starters 
(pardon the pun), 
Lyon is renowned 
for its cuisine, 
with 14 Michelin-
starred restaurants 
in the city, earning 
it the title of the 
‘gastronomic 
capital of the 
world’. There are 
more eateries 
here than you 
can throw a chef’s 

hat at, all reasonably priced and delivering 
exceptional food that you can sit and take an 
age over. 

Simply find a bouchon (traditional 
Lyonnaise restaurant) and tuck in, enjoying 
local specialities like Quenelle de brochet, 
a pike dumpling with crawfish sauce, 
washed down with wines from local regions 
Beaujolais and Côtes du Rhône. English 
is widely spoken and most menus have 
translations so don’t worry if your French is 
a little rusty – you won’t end up with sheep 
brains instead of a BLT.

Indeed, so important is the city to the 
French gastronomy scene that Paul Bocuse, 
one of the founders of nouvelle cuisine, 
has his cooking school and his principal 
restaurant, the three-Michelin-star l'Auberge 
du Pont de Collonges, based here, along with 
a chain of brasseries. 

While Lyon will captivate your stomach, it 
will also stimulate your mind with museums, 
theatres and splendid architecture aplenty. 
Parts of the city were designated as a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1998, with 
Roman and Renaissance influences. 

The 19th century Basilica of Notre-Dame 
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THE
While there’s some debate about its place in the French pecking order, Lyon 
certainly knows how to make its mark on visitors, as JON UNDERWOOD discovered.

Lyon KING



de Fourvière (nicknamed ‘the upside 
down elephant’) is a great place to 
start exploring as it dominates the city 
skyline. It’s a stiff walk up a fairly steep 
hill to get there – best off to take the 
Metro or the funicular which will do all 
the hard work for you. 

The interior is every bit as lovely as 
the exterior and from up here you get 
sweeping views of Lyon below, a great 
way to get your bearings. They’ll tell you 
that the Tower of Fourvière next door 
is a smaller version of the Eiffel Tower 
which was built three years before 
its illustrious counterpart. Covered in 
satellite equipment, it just looked like a 
radio and TV mast to me, but c’est la vie.

Once you come down from the 
hill, start wandering the traboules 
(narrow laneways) that link the streets. 
These were used during the German 
occupation to hide Resistance fighters 
(Lyon was the southern capital of the 
Resistance during the war) and to 
move quickly around the city. Come in 
December and Lyon will be twinkling 
during its annual ‘Festival of Lights’ 
similar to the Vivid event in Sydney.

There are plenty of electric bikes for 
hire around the streets and I spotted 
people on Segway tours, so either use 
pedal power or the more traditional 
Shanks’s pony. For me, there really is 
nothing better in travel than wandering 
the streets of a foreign city, making 
discoveries around every corner.

Take a wander and you’ll see the 
courthouse where the infamous Klaus 
Barbie, ‘the butcher of Lyon’, went on 
trial after being captured four decades 
after the end of World War Two. You’ll 
see more than 100 colourful and 
inventive murals painted on the city 
walls and can visit the area dating back 
to the Renaissance, which has small, 
narrow houses of different colours.

The Museum of Fine Arts is a must-
visit if you want a roll call of famous 
names. Here, you’ll find sculptures by 
Rodin and a cute mini Statue of Liberty 
by Bartholdi, while the paintings on the 
top floor are by Renoir, Degas, Monet, 
Picasso and Van Gogh.

Okay, so we’ve taken care of culture 
and cuisine. The third important 
requirement of any overseas trip is retail 
therapy and Lyon has it in bucket loads. 
Wander the main arterial streets of Rue 
Victor Hugo and Rue de la Republique 
and you’ll be spoiled for couture choices, 
or head to the big department stores 
in the Presqu’ile area. The Part-Dieu 
shopping centre is one of the largest in 
Europe, with more than 230 stores.

But if your budget doesn’t stretch 
to designer, there’s Les Puces du 
Canal, Lyon’s historical flea market, 
which is held on Sundays. And being 
a gastronomy centre, Lyon has a wide 
variety of food markets across the 
city, all selling fresh, quality produce. 
You’ll also find antiques, old books and 
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one of the finest chocolate factories in the world, 
Bernachon.

It’s a fair bet that many Australians know little 
about this region of France, tending to concentrate 
on Paris and the Normandy battlefields. But explore 
a little further and you’ll be rewarded with some 
memories that will last a lifetime. Your waistline 
might not thank you, but your palate definitely will.

# On the eight-day ‘Sensations of Southern France’ 
river cruise itinerary with Evergreen, you can begin or 
end your journey in Lyon.
■ evergreentours.com.au

Above: The interior of the Basilica of Notre-Dame de Fourvière is just one of the highlights 
of Lyon. Pictures by Jon Underwood
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www.voyagestoantiquity.com.au

• Free return economy airfares from Australia*
• Maiden cruise of The Three Rivers  
    - Trois-Rivières de France
• Full day visit to Paris or the Palace of Versailles
• The great Spanish cities of Malaga, Valencia 
    & Barcelona

THE MEDITERRANEAN | GREEK ISLES | BRITISH ISLES | NORWAY | FRANCE | SPAIN | MOROCCO | ICELAND  

EUROPEAN 
CONNOISSEUR

• Visit the Great Mosque in Cordoba
• Port wine-tasting in Oporto
• Cruise the Gironde River for an overnight call 
    into Bordeaux
• Explore West Country of England including 
   the Eden Project

9 June 2018 
- SEVILLE TO LONDON -  

17-day Cruise Tour from $5,400* 

*TERMS & CONDITIONS: All fares in Australian dollars, per person, twin share based on lowest available category & including promotional savings, on-board gratuities, air & port taxes (correct as of 19 September 2017). ^Ob-
structed view. Valid for new bookings only. All Cruise tour & Fly Free offers are capacity controlled and can be withdrawn or modified at any time without notice, and subject to availability at time of booking. Cancellation penalties 
& conditions apply. ^Airfares, cruise & accommodation prices based on specified booking classes, airlines, routings & departure dates. Valid for flights to/from Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide & Perth. Prices based on 
payment by cash or cheque only. Travel agent service fees not included. Voyages to Antiquity reserve the right to change, correct errors, withdraw from sale any or all fares, itineraries, excursions & fees. For full terms & conditions 
visit www.voyagestoantiquity.com.au or visit your local preferred Travel Agent.

02 9959 1345 email info@vta.net.au

Request our 2018 Brochures

2018 UK AND EUROPEAN CRUISES ON SALE NOW
 - 18 CRUISE TOURS &  20 FLY FREE GRAND VOYAGES -

18 August 2018 
– LONDON TO ROME –  

29-day Grand Voyage from $13,950^* 

GRAND FRANCE 
IBERIA and  ITALY

Fly 
Free

WHEN YOU arrive in a new and foreign city 
for the first time, you want accommodation 
that puts you right in the heart of the action, 
yet provides a tranquil bolthole to escape the 
crowds.

Mesdames and messieurs, I give 
you Citadines Presqu’lle Lyon. Highly 
recommended by a French travel writing 
colleague, the property is situated in the Rue 
Thomassin, barely a two-minute walk to the 
main street connecting you to restaurants, 
museums, shops and cafes. But because it is 
tucked away down the quiet end of the street, 
it is also peaceful at night.

“We have a lot of people who stay with us 
for quite a long time and they are usually very 
happy here,” Duty Manager Alvaro Abiega 
told me. “The location is fantastic. We are right 
in the city centre and everything is within 
walking distance from here. We have a lot of 
restaurants, bars and shops not far from here 
and tourists and customers appreciate that.”

As I have come to expect from Citadines’ 
apartment-style properties, the rooms were 
clean, comfortable and well thought out. The 
predominantly white decor added to this 
feeling of freshness and I felt comfortable 
the moment I walked through the door, 
particularly as the apartment had air 
conditioning, which was a blessing in the  
35 degree heat of a summer’s day.

Understandably with this type of property, 
Citadines Presqu’lle had all the self-catering 
and self-sufficiency amenities you could ask 
for, such as a microwave, oven, fridge and 

dishwasher. There was plenty of storage and 
hanging space, extra pillows and bedding, 
and the double bed was comfy and cosy, 
affording a great night's sleep after a day and 
night exploring the city. I'm also a big fan of 
TV's in the bedroom – just another little touch 
that adds to the comfort of guests.

Downstairs the property had a laundry and 
business centre. This was also the spot for the 
in-house breakfast, which featured a great 
hot and cold selection, including ham, eggs, 
pastries, fresh fruit, tea and coffee.

It was hard to find fault with what Citadines 
Presqu’lle offered so the only observation I 
would offer is this. When your principal colour 
scheme is white, with a splash of grey and 
orange here and there, it does tend to show 
the scuff marks where suitcases have bashed 
into walls. That also makes you extra careful 
not to be the person who puts those marks 
on said walls.

“France is a good destination for people 
and the fact that Lyon is the second main 
city in this country is one of the reasons why 
people come here,” Alvaro added.

“The most important city is Paris, which is 
fantastic, but Lyon is a different kind of city. 
It’s not big, but it’s not small either. There are 
as many things to do here as in Paris, but it’s 
not as busy as the capital.

“I am Spanish but as a foreigner I have felt 
since the beginning of my time here very 
integrated and at home.” 

Just like I did at Citadines Presqu’lle Lyon.
■ citadines.com

: Property Review

Hot spot in the
JON UNDERWOOD reviews Citadines Presqu’lle Lyon.

city
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DEALS ON OFFER 
AS DISCOVERIES  
ARE RE-IMAGINED

INSIGHT VACATIONS has launched its 
2018 Europe & Britain collection, featuring 
12-re-imagined ‘European Discoveries’ 
and a couple of special deals.

The company is offering a $299 return 
air deal (including taxes), or a $599 return 
air deal (including taxes) with all their 
other 2018 Europe or Britain itineraries. 
The air offers are valid until November 2 
or until sold out and valid for travel from 
March 1, 2018 to November 30, 2018.

The 2018 collection covers all points 
of the European and British compass and 
the 12 re-imagined European Discoveries 
offer more immersive and engaging 
activities. These include seasonal farm-
to-table restaurants, local home dining 
for a truly authentic flavour, or sailing on 
the boat of an oyster farmer in Croatia’s 

Adriatic Sea before eating the catch of 
the day.

“Each year we deliver fantastic holidays 
to thousands of travellers – and with 
12 fresh, exciting European Discoveries 
added to the 2018 line-up, plus our 
amazing $299 air deal, it’s shaping up 
to be one of the most exciting years for 
agents to secure an Insight holiday for 
their clients,” said Alexandra O’Connor, 
Managing Director for Insight Vacations 
Australia.
■ insightvacations.com

Top shelf options from  
Topdeck for summer

ABERCROMBIE & KENT has released its new 
collection of journeys through Europe, with 25 
countries covered with a range of travel styles 
and focuses. 

A pageant of cities and rural regions 
is presented in the portfolio along with 
memorable coastlines and dramatic alpine 
terrain. There are great ideas for summer 
travel to the Mediterranean and Adriatic, for 
springtime in the Baltic or winter in Norway 
and Iceland. 

There are cultural journeys for independent 
travellers as well as luxury island and river 
cruises, barging holidays and plenty of rail 
trips and hosted small groups.

Two new private journeys focusing on the 
Northern Lights have also been included, 
one in Iceland and the other in Norway. The 
former visits locations outside of Reykjavik 

such as the Snæfellsnes Peninsula and the 
South Shore, where raw landscapes provide 
the best viewpoints. The latter combines dog 
sledding and snowmobiling with Northern 
Lights adventure.

Continuing the focus on northern Europe, 
there’s a new nine-day summer journey 
in Norway that starts in Oslo, taking in the 
highlights of the west coast where fjords, 
remote islands and mountain ranges rise from 
the sea. 

Explore the Baltic States with a new 10-day 
multi-country program that visits the capitals 
of Tallinn, Riga and Vilnius. Each has its own 
cultural traditions and a rich heritage that’s 
engrained in the cobbled streets, spires, 
castles, cathedrals and lakes.

Heading south to the Adriatic, there’s a new 
week-long journey to the heart of the Istrian 

PRESENTING A PAGEANT OF
portfolio possibilities

Peninsula, a coastal area shared by Croatia, 
Slovenia and Italy. For an extended exploration 
of the area, A&K suggest combining this trip 
with the nine-day ‘Delights of the Adriatic’ that 
travels from Zagreb, Croatia to Split, Dubrovnik 
and Kotor, Montenegro.

The brochure also features an exclusive 
charter of the new luxury, all-balcony vessel, Le 
Laperouse. Chartering a route around Greece, 
travellers will enjoy the costal journey around 
Athens, Knossos, Rhodes, Santorini, Mykonos, 
Symi and Bodrum. 

Throughout the voyage there are daily 
choices of shore excursions, catering to a range 
of interests, such as art, nature, architecture, 
food and wine. All are meticulously hand-
selected by A&K's expedition experts with 
insider access and personalised insight to 
Greece's landmarks, culture and history.

Around Britain, a five-day exploration of 
the Cotswolds has been added as well as 
journeys to Scotland and Ireland. For families 
and multi-generational travellers, there are 
some suggestions in Europe, including a family 
tour of Italy complete with pizza making and 
battling gladiators to a luxury canal barge on 
the waterways of France. For special milestone 
celebrations you can also charter a private 
yacht in Croatia and travel aboard the Trans-
Siberian Express.

First established in Africa, the Abercrombie & 
Kent Philanthropy (AKP) presence also extends 
to Europe. In Florence, AKP are helping to 
restore the Basilica of Santissima Giambologna 
Chapel which guests can visit with a restorer to 
understand the meticulous process. 

In Iceland, AKP have also supported the 
building of a blue whale exhibit at the Husavik 
Whale Museum. A donation to AKP is made on 
behalf of every A&K guest travelling.
■ abercrombiekent.com.au

Keflavik, Iceland
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Email: info@beyondtravel.com.au 
Call: 1300 363 554   www.beyondtravel.com.au

*Valid on bookings for selected tours, Book by 29th Dec 2017, Pay in full  by 28th Feb 2018 . Standard Beyond
Travel booking & Discover More Voucher conditions apply. Refer to the website or brochures for full details

 MOSCOW TO VIENNA
20 days, From $5,200 Per Person

 

PREMIUM FIRST
CLASS TOURS

BONUS  $500 voucher
per couple

up
to

2018

EARLY
 BIRDS

Guaranteed Departures

Eastern Europe, Russia
& The Baltics

TOPDECK HAVE announced the full launch  
of their Europe Summer product range for the 
2018 season, with a 10 per cent early bird 
offer on 143 trips.

“We’re expecting a tremendous season 
next year after seeing 25 per cent YOY 

growth at the close of our Europe preview 
sale,” said Ben Ittensohn, Topdeck’s Asia 
Pacific Regional Manager.

“We’re also announcing that we will now 
be travelling to some new destinations 
including Mongolia as part our new 

Top shelf options from  
Topdeck for summer

Trans-Mongolian Railway trip, after seeing 
increased demand for youth tours in those 
destinations.” 

The 17-day ‘Trans-Mongolian Railway’ 
itinerary ticks off some major bucket list 
destinations including Beijing, Ulaanbaatar 
and Moscow. Other new itineraries include 
the eight-day ‘Irish Shenanigans’ trip and the 
14-day ‘Euro Trip’. 

‘Irish Shenanigans’ is a round trip from 
Dublin and promises an in-depth exploration 
of Ireland, including must-see destinations 
Killarney, Galway and Belfast. The ‘Euro Trip’ 
itinerary starts and finishes up in Amsterdam, 
meaning passengers can base themselves 
here and visit destinations including Munich, 
Rome, the Swiss Alps and Paris. 

Old favourites like the 27-day ‘Summer Fun 
& Sailing’ itinerary is still on offer and with the 
10 per cent discount customers can save up 
to $573 by locking in their spot early.

“We’re also excited to increase capacity 
next season on our trips to the Greek Islands, 
Croatia and the Balkans to meet the popular 
demands of 2017,” added Ben. 

“After the fantastic response from agents 
in selling our 2017 program, we will keep 
singular pricing, keeping the separation of 
food funds a thing of the past.”

The 10 per cent early bird discount is 
on offer until December 15 with trip prices 
starting from $880.
■ topdeck.travel
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Catering for  
RETURN VISITORS

The 18 new European tours include:

COSMOS
●   Gourmet 

Tuscany: 
eight days in 
Montecatini

●  Rome, 
Florence & 
Venice: seven 
days Rome to 
Venice

●  Apulia, The 
Heel of Italy: 
eight days 
Naples return

●  Venice, Slovenia, Croatia & 
Montenegro: 11 days Venice to 
Dubrovnik

●  Highlights of Andalusia: eight 
days Costa del Sol return

●  Postcard from Portugal: seven 
days Lisbon to Oporto

●  Norwegian Fjord Explorer: 11 days 
Oslo return

●  Idyllic Iceland: eight days Reykjavik 
return

●  A Taste of Russia: 10 days Moscow 
to St Petersburg

Globus Family of Brands announces 18 new tours.

ON THE eve of launching its latest Europe 
brochure for escorted tour companies 
Globus and Cosmos, Chris Fundell, National 
Marketing Manager, Globus family of 
brands, acknowledged the importance 
of considering repeat visitation when 
designing new tours. 

This market of returning travellers was a 
huge influencer behind the development of 
the brands’ 18 new European tours, with the 
focus largely on Italy.

“Of the 18 European tours we’ve 
announced for 2018, we’ve crafted five new 
tours in Italy alone, a move that is aimed 
to provide options for travellers who are 
looking for their second or third trip to 
Europe,” Mr Fundell said.

“We have found first-time travellers want 
to visit the tourist hot spots with the more 
famous attractions, but then a few years 
later, they are ready to return and explore 
more of the destination. They are then 
looking for a tour that provides a more 
immersive experience in lesser known 
areas.”

Mr Fundell said that Italy is a fascinating 
country both in and out of the big cities, 
and the new Cosmos and Globus tours are 
venturing further south than many first-
time travellers typically go.  

Globus’ nine-day ‘Hidden treasures of 
Southern Italy’ tour explores deep into the 
‘heel of the boot’ where passengers can 
sample local pasticcioto and almond coffee 
in Lecce or spend a night in the picturesque 
Cellino San Marco. The tour also visits 
Sorrento, the gateway to the scenic Amalfi 
Coast and the city of Naples for a more 
urban experience.

Globus’ ‘The Sicilian’ tour is a 10-day 
adventure that includes a boat ride in 
Motya, chocolate tasting in Modica at the 
famous Dolceria Bonajuto and even an 
optional excursion to visit the largest active 
volcano in Europe, Mount Etna.

Mr Fundell revealed that Cosmos tours 
has, for the first time, developed an itinerary 
that involves less hotel moves, but retains 
a varied and interesting day-to-day itinerary. 

“On the Cosmos eight-day ‘Gourmet 

Naples

Florence
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EUROPE: Advertorial

Always the  
            last to know?

Get the LATEST travel news, deals and 
competitions found only in Traveltalk’s 
newsletter. Join the conversation and 
subscribe now to get all you need to  
know delivered to your inbox today.

Simply go to  
www.traveltalkmag.com.au  
to subscribe for FREE

And be sure to join the conversation on 
Facebook, Twitter and Google+ 
Twitter.com/traveltalkmag 
Facebook.com/traveltalkmag

Independent touring brand, Monograms, has 
also released two new experiences:

Monograms
●   Lisbon and Oporto: seven days

●   Barcelona, Madrid, Lisbon and Oporto: 13 
days

Monograms is offering $200 off selected stays 
per couple valid until November 28.

Globus
●   Enchanting 

Europe: nine days 
Amsterdam to Zurich

●   Spectacular Spain: 
eight days Barcelona 
to Costa del Sol

●   Hidden Treasures 
of Southern Italy: 
nine days Naples to 
Sorrento

●   The Sicilian: 10 days Palermo to Taormina 
Riviera

●   Top of Switzerland: six days Zurich return

●   The Croatian: 11 days Zagreb to Dubrovnik

●   The Best of the Balkans: 17 days Dubrovnik 
to Athens

A 10 per cent early booking discount is available 
on select Globus tours valid until November 28.

Tuscany’ tour in Montecatini we’re 
allowing our guests time to settle in and 
make themselves at home and then take 
day trips out to the beautiful regional 
locations in the area. We think they’ll 
love the fact that they only have to 
unpack once but still get to experience a 
variety of excursions.

“This is another example of how we’re 
catering more for return visitors, who 
appreciate the support of a well-crafted 
escorted tour, but don’t necessarily want 
to repack day after day.”

■ For more information on the new tours 
visit: globus.com.au; cosmostours.com.au 
or monogramstravel.com.au

Tuscany
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FRANCECOMPETITION

HAWAIIAN AIRLINES 
now flies daily from 
Sydney and three times 
weekly from Brisbane to Honolulu. 

From the moment you step on board a Hawaiian Airlines flight, the 
airline’s signature mea ho'okipa (translation: I am host) hospitality is 
immediately obvious, with its warm and friendly celebration of the 
culture, people and Aloha Spirit of the Hawaiian Islands.

Fares from Australia also include a generous free checked baggage 
allowance of 64kg per person (2 x 32 kilo bags), complimentary 
entertainment, drinks and meals designed exclusively by Hawaii’s 
acclaimed Chef Chai Chaowasaree.

Launched late last year, Hawaiian’s new lie-flat Business Class and 
expanded Extra Comfort seating have been proving to be extremely 
attractive to Australian travellers ex Sydney and Brisbane.
■ hawaiianairlines.com.au

THERE’S STILL time to enter our fabulous 
competition to win a trip for two to Hawaii. 

Thanks to our friends at Hawaiian Airlines 
and Ritz-Carlton Residences, we have TWO 
economy class return tickets and FIVE nights’ 
accommodation to give away. 
To enter and for terms and conditions, head to our website 
traveltalkmag.com.au and tell us in 25 words or less why you 
should be jetting off to the Aloha Islands? The most imaginative, 
funny or creative answer will win the tickets.

Some block-out dates apply.  
Competition is for registered  TRAVEL AGENTS ONLY.

Hawaii!
Win

a fabulous trip to
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THE RITZ-Carlton Residences, Waikiki Beach welcomes guests to 
experience a new horizon of luxury in Waikiki. Oahu’s first Ritz-
Carlton Residences and Waikiki’s newest luxury resort features 307 
stylishly-appointed studio, one-, two-, three- and four-bedroom 
residential style accommodations, all of which are ocean facing, 
providing you with an unparalleled view of the Pacific.

Guests staying at the resort can discover a vast array of 
distinctive experiences along with legendary Ritz-Carlton service. 
Amenities include the highest infinity pool in Waikiki on the 
eighth floor with private cabanas, and a premier fitness center 
designed by celebrity trainer Harley Pasternak. The Ritz-Carlton 
Spa celebrates the balancing elements and healing traditions of 
the Hawaiian Islands.

Adding to the enjoyment for guests is a fine selection of dining 
experiences that are both creative in taste and presentation, 
ensuring an adventure for the senses. BLT Market offers modern, 
American-inspired cuisine serving breakfast, lunch and dinner. 
Dean & DeLuca, one of the world’s most beloved and iconic 
gourmet markets, debuted its first Hawaii location at the resort. 

The acclaimed Sushi Sho also opened its first location outside of 
Japan at the resort, led by Keiji Nakazawa, Tokyo’s most influential 
sushi chef, famed for his mastery of the ancient Edomae style of 
sushi.
■ ritzcarlton.com/Hawaii

THE RITZ-CARLTON RESIDENCES, 
WAIKIKI BEACH

Good luck!

Cosmos is here to help wake your inner explorer, and together, make 
real ‘wow!’ moments you’ll fall in love with and re-live again and again. 
We make it easy for you to feel completely alive and totally refreshed, 
because what a holiday is really all about is how it makes you feel.

With us, you’ll make the stories you’ll share forever. 

It’s our mission to make it easy for you to Go Live It Easy!

Call 1300 130 134 or visit Cosmostours.com.au

You dream it, we’ll create it. 
We know you want to search out the unexpected and unique, and 
deeply immerse yourself in your travel experience. You’re someone 
who wants to go beyond simply seeing the sights. You want to live 
and breathe it, creating moments that live on as stories you’ll re-love, 
long after you’ve departed.

With Globus, we carefully craft every detail because we know these 
precious moments belong to you, and every single one matters. 

Our mission is to help you Go Live It Up.

SPECIAL MOMENTS, EVERY MOMENT.

Call 1300 130 134 or visit Globus.com.au

Comfy hotels  |  Coach with Wi-Fi  |  Knowledgeable guides  |  Must-see sights
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Your dream, your way. 

You don’t want to miss anything, but at heart, you’re an explorer, a 
free spirit. You like doing things your own way. Living in the moment 
with no rules. Monograms brings you the best of both worlds. Setting 
you up, then giving you the freedom to thrive. Free to discover local 
secrets or get lost in an adventure.

Our mission is to take care of the details while you concentrate on the 
fun, so you can Go Live It More with Monograms.

Call 1300 130 134 or visit monogramstravel.com.au

Hand-selected hotels    |    Local hosts    |    VIP access to sights    |    Freedom to roam Create stories you’ll tell, and memories you’ll re-love, forever.
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